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Ins ection Summar

Areas Ins ected Units 1 2 and 3 : Routine, announced inspection of the
qualifications of applicants for operator licenses at the Palo Verde Nuclear
Generating Station, which included an eligibility determination and
administration of comprehensive written examinations and operating tests. The
examination team also observed the performance of on-shift operators and plant
conditions incident to the conduct of the applicant evaluations. The
examiners used the guidance provided in NUREG-1021, "Operator Licensing
Examiner Standards," Revision 7, Supplement 1 included, Sections 201-203, 301-
303, 401-403, and 701, issued June 1994.

Results Units I 2 and 3 :

Operations

All 13 of the applicants for reactor operator, 4 of the 6 applicants for
senior reactor operator licenses, and 7 of the 9 limited senior reactor
operator licenses satisfied the requirements of 10 CFR 55.33 (a) (2)
(Section 1.6).

The reference material provided by the training department for
examination development was adequate, with noted improvement areas
(Section 1.1).

All applicants passed the written examinations, with scores ranging from
a low of 80.7 percent to a high of 96 percent, with averages of
90 percent for reactor operator applicants, 92.9 percent for senior
reactor operator upgrade applicants, 90.3 percent for. limited senior
reactor operators, and 91. 1 percent overall.

~ The examiners observed good communication practices from applicants
during the conduct of the examinations and in the control room during
plant walkthroughs, as well as good housekeeping and material condition
of the plant (Sections 1.4. 1, 1.4.2).

~ A generic concern was identified during the dynamic simulator portion of
the examination in which some of the crews failed to emergency borate
during an anticipated transient without scram condition (Section 1.4. 1).

~ Three instances of simulator fidelity issues were identified, none of
which impacted examination validity (Section 1.6).

~ In two instances,,examipers observed hand-friskers stationed at the
radiologically controlled area exit points with their alarm set points
erroneously set too high (Section 1.5).





Summar of Ins ection Findin s:

~ There were no findings that were assigned a tracking number identified
during the course of this inspection.

Attachments:

~ Attachment
~ Attachment
~ Attachment
~ Attachment

I - Persons Contacted and Exit Meeting
2 — Postexamination Facility Comments
3 - Simulation Facility Report
4 - Written Examination and Answer Keys
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DETAILS

1 LICENSED OPERATOR APPLICANT INITIALQUALIFICATION EVALUATION (NUREG-1021)

During the inspection, the examiners evaluated the qualifications of
28 license applicants: 13 for reactor operators (RO), 3 of which were retake
examinations, 6 for senior reactor operator (SRO) currently licensed as ROs,

1 of which was a retake, and 9 limited senior reactor operators (LSRO). The

inspection assessed the eligibility and administrative and technical
competency of the applicants to be issued licenses to operate and direct the
operation of the reactivity controls and movement of fuel at a commercial
nuclear power facility in accordance with 10 CFR Part 55 and NUREG-1021,
"Operator License Examiner standards," Revision 7, Supplement 1, Sections 200

(series), 300 (series), 400 (series), and 701. Further, the inspection
included evaluations of facility materials, procedures, and simulation
capability used to support development and administration of the examinations.
These areas were evaluated using the guidance provided in the areas of
NUREG-1021 cited above. Additionally three licensed operator requalification
retake examinations were reviewed during the inspection period in accordance

'iththe 600 series of NUREG-1021. Finally, the examiners observed the
performance of on-shift operators and plant conditions during the. conduct of
in-plant applicant evaluations.

After completion of the evaluations, the examiners recommended that all of the
13 applicants for RO licenses and 4 of 6 applicants for SRO licenses satisfied
the requirements of 10 CFR 55.33 (a)(2). In addition, seven of the nine LSRO

applicants satisfied the requirements of 10 CFR 55.33 (a)(2). Further, the
licensed operator requalification retake examinations reviewed were
satisfactory and the three individuals affected have been so notified by
separate correspondence.

1. 1 Facility Materials Submitted for Examination Development

The chief examiner reviewed the licensee's materials provided for development
of the examination, which included station administrative and operating
procedures, lesson plans, question banks, simulator scenarios, simulator
malfunctions, and job performance measures (JPNs). The procedures and lesson
plans were adequate; however, some procedural inconsistencies remained,
despite licensee staff and examiner validation.

The facility bank of written questions, dynamic simulator scenarios, and JPHs
were adequate in scope, depth, and variety. It was used extensively in
developing the examinations. During examination development, it was noted
that some questions lacked sufficient clarity while others applied to
noncurrent procedures or, systems abandoned in-place.
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1.2 Examination Waivers

During the examinee application review process, it was noted that three
applications (NRC Form 398s) submitted for limited senior reactor operator
(LSRO) for which eligibility waivers were requested had block 12.a of NRC Form

398 marked "Yes". Block 12.a indicates whether or not the applicant has
completed an industry accredited training program. The applications were
determined to be erroneously marked because the individual preparing the 398's
did not understand the intent of the form's statement. After subsequent
clarification by the NRC, the: licensee submitted revised 398's to indicate the
training received since the individuals did not complete the entire accredited
SRO program. The three individuals were allowed to take the examination with
license action withheld for applicants passing the examination until the
experience requirements were met. The affected individuals were so notified
by separate correspondence.

In addition, three applications were submitted for retake examinations for
applicants who had previously passed part of the licensing examination. All
waiver requests were granted for previously passed portions and the
appropriate applicants so notified by separate correspondence.

1.3 Written Examinations

The chief examiner provided the facility training staff with a copy of the "as
administrated" written examinations and the answer keys immediately following
the completion of the examination by the applicants. The facility reviewed
the as administrated examination and submitted postexamination comments for
NRC consideration. The licensee was provided a copy of their preexamination
review comments for their postexamination review.

The licensee submitted postexamination comments on five questions on the SRO,

RO, and LSRO written examinations, enclosed as Attachment 2. The chief
examiner analyzed the comments, using supporting information supplied by the
facility licensee and other available material, and determined that the
facility 'comments were technically correct and the actions requested by the
facility were in accord with NUREG-1021, Revision 7, Supplement 1. Therefore,
as requested by the facility, four of the questions were deleted (RO 97; SRO

98: and LSRO I and 40). Also as requested, a fifth question (SRO 42) was
retained with two correct answers. As a result, the final RO and SRO

examinations included 99 questions, while the LSRO examination consisted of 57
questions.

Overall, applicants performed well on the written examinations. Scores ranged
from a low of 85.9 percent to a high of 94.9 percent with an average of
90 percent for reactor operator applicants; a low of 90.9 percent and a high
of 96.0 percent with an average of 92.9 percent for senior reactor operator
applicants; a low of 80.7 percent, a high of 94.7 percent, with an average of
90.3, percent for limited senior reactor operators; and 91.1 percent average
overall. All applicants passed the written examination portion of their
license examinations.
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The chief examiner reviewed applicant performance on individual questions and

observed that the following questions were missed by 50 percent or more of the
applicants attempting to answer the question. The questions are referenced by
examination level and question number. Refer to the master examinations in
Attachment 4 for the complete question.

~ SRO examination: 41, 75
~ RO examination: 4, 52, 63, 80, 91
~ LSRO examination: 3, 8

The chief examiner concluded that all of these questions were related to
safety system areas or areas important to safety. Therefore, this observation
was provided to the facility training staff for consideration.

1.4 Operating Tests

The examiners developed comprehensive operating tests in accordance with the
guidelines of NUREG-1021, Revision 7, Supplement 1, Section 301. The
operating tests consisted of three parts, an administrative portion, a dynamic
simulator scenario portion, and a control room/plant walkthrough portion. The
examination team reviewed and validated the various portions of the operating
tests in the Region IV office during the week of October 3, 1994,, and on site
October 11-14, 1994. The licensee's personnel under security agreement
assisted in the onsite validation. The examination team administered the
operating tests during the week of October 17, 1994.

1.4. 1 D namic Simulator Scenarios

The examiners evaluated six crews consisting of three applicants (one SRO

upgrade and two ROs), the ROs rotating through two positions, primary operator
and secondary operator, on two scenarios using the PVNGS plant specific
simulation facilities. The examiners evaluated the applicants'ompetencies
by comparing actual performance during the scenarios against expected
performance in accordance with the requirements in NUREG-1021, Revision 7,
Supplement 1, Section 303.

The examiners noted good communication practices among the applicants. Normal
power maneuvering operations such as performance of surveillance
Procedure 41ST-IDG01, "DG Operability Test" and boration during a power
decrease were performed in accordance with the applicable procedure steps.
However, the examiners observed that three of the six crews examined failed to
emergency borate in response to an anticipated transient without scram
condition when required by the governing procedure.

The three misperforming crews focused their actions on the safety function
flowchart (SFFC) step requiring deenergizing 'the L03 and L10 electrical buses
or manually opening the reactor trip breakers. The crews failed to continue
in a timely manner to the emergency boration step of the SFFC. However, two
crews eventually mitigated the event by completion of the rest of the SFFCs
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steps, although not always in the order specified. These actions successfully
removed power to the L10 load center, thus inserting the CEAs and controlling
reactivity without emergency boration.

One crew did not successfully mitigate the event. In this crew, the control
room supervisor directed opening the supply breakers to electrical buses
NAN-S05 and NAN-S06. Opening these breakers created a loss of normal power to
the 4160kV safety buses. Since both emergency diesel generators had
previously been declared inoperable, the erroneous action resulted in a loss
of electrically driven emergency safeguards equipment, including emergency
boration capability. Plant conditions degraded such that the main steam lines
were automatically isolated on low SG pressure. This caused a turbine trip,
which finally removed power to the L10 bus, which inserted the CEAs. The
control room supervisor not only deviated from the emergency operating
procedure SFFC when he failed to direct emergency boration when required, but
erroneously directed the primary operator to open the S05 and S06 supply
breakers, which do not supply power or logic signals to the reactor protection
system. In addition, the control room supervisor focused primarily upon the
electrical distribution control board and the actions of the primary operator,
thus losing his proper oversight role rather than ensuring the rest of the
SFFCs steps were completed, which would have mitigated the event.

In followup questioning, the SRO applicant serving as the control room
supervisor stated that his training and management expectation drove his
initial actions to direct upstream breakers from the L10 bus to be opened.
Subsequent discussions with the operations and training staff indicated that
the operators were verbally trained to open upstream breakers from the L03 and
L10 buses in order to deenergize the HG sets and insert the CEAs. The
examiners could find no written procedures or training lesson plans to support
the facility's verbal training practices on operating philosophy. Emergency
Operations Technical Guidelines (EOTG) 400P-9AP06, described alternative
methods to shut down the reactor if the CEAs failed to insert automatically.
The guideline included the alternative method for shutting down the reactor
by: "Remove the power from the HG sets by opening the L03 and L10 supply
breakers on the control board."

In addition to the above, the chief examiner noted during postexamination
reviews that a similar concern had been raised during a previous initial
examination adminstered in September 1993. In discussions with the licensee,
key managers from the operations and training staff acknowledged the concern
related to the impor'tance for the operators to utilized alternative methods
such as emergency boration in maintaining reactivity control, but maintained
that it was acceptable for the operators to attempt to open other breakers
supplying the L03 and L10 buses in order to insert CEAs. However, they also
agreed that opening supply breakers to S05 and S06 buses, not in the
electrical distribution path for the CEAs, and thereby causing an unnecessary
blackout condition, was. an un'acceptable action.

Furthermore, a number of the candidates had difficulty following the sequence
of the Safety Function Flowcharts in that a number of the operators performed
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actions to open the generator output breaker out of the correct sequence,
before ensuring the turbine was tripped and the main steam isolation valves
were closed. Based on these observations, initial license training on
completion of the safety function flowcharts was not fully effective because
lesson plans, operating procedures, facility operating philosophy, and actual
training conducted with respect to procedure implementation were inconsistent.

1.4.2 Walkthrou h Examinations

The examination team evaluated each of the RO, SRO upgrade, and LSRO

applicants using system oriented JPMs related to job tasks within the scope of
their potential duties as appropriate in accordance with NUREG-1021,
Revision 7, Supplement 1. This included nonlicensed operator tasks outside
the control room, performance of some tasks in the simulator in the dynamic
mode, and fuel handling tasks and responses to simulated emergencies. Other
JPHs were simulated through discussion in the control room and at local plant
stations. Each of the applicants was required to enter radiologically
controlled access to complete one or more tasks. In addition to tasks, the
examiners asked prescripted questions related to the task system. Facility
administrative procedures and practices were also examined using JPHs or
questions.

Overall, the performance of the applicants on the JPHs was good and the
applicants were very aware of activities in the plant and the location of
components. Two of the LSRO applicants failed the walkthrough portion of the
examination. This was due to weakness in administrative knowledge of the
facility and the failure to perform satisfactorily two of the six JPHs.

1.5 Observations

During the walkthrough portion of the examination, upon exiting the
radiologically controlled area in units 1 and 2, the hand friskers alarm set
points were set much higher than the required approximate 100 counts per
minute (cpm) above background. In the first instance, the frisker did not
alarm until approximately 480 cpm above background and in the second, 350 cpm
above background. In both instances, the responsible technicians were
informed of the discrepancy and'the instruments'etpoints readjusted.

In followup to the conditions, the facility initiated condition
report/disposition report CRDR 9-4-0729. Additional checks of other friskers
were made and one was found with its alarm setpoint greater than 100 cpm above
background. Subsequently another verification found the same two friskers
initially identified again had their alarm setpoints higher than required.

However, the governing procedures (e.g,, 75RP-9MC01, "Control of Radiation
Protection Instrumentation" ) had no definitive requirement for friskers to
always have their alarm setpoints at 100 cpm above background. The friskers
were monitored daily with a response check to verify that the alarm setpoints
were correctly set and adjusted when found discrepant. The training lesson
plan, NGW01-09-RC-002-00, "Radiation Worker Techniques," instructs. individuals
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to be aware that when the frisker count rate increases more than 100 cpm over
the background count rate that the area is contaminated. Sased on the
training and procedure above, the facility's response and corrective actions
were adequate.

1.6 Simulator Facilit

During the preparation and conduct of the operating examinations, the
examination team observed some discrepancies in simulator fidelity, as
documented in Attachment 3. The observed discrepancies did not impact
examination validity.





ATTACHMENT 1

1 PERSONS CONTACTED

1.1 Licensee Personnel

*D. Burns, Shift Supervisor Laision to Training
*D. Callaghan, Unit 3, Training Coordinator
*J. Draper, Site Representative
*J. Levine, Vice President, Nuclear Production
*W. Montefour, Management Services Representative
*R. Nunez, Operations Training Manager
*A. Parauther, Supervisor, Licensing Training
*C. Rogers, Regulatory Affairs
*E. Simpson, Vice President, Nuclear Support
*B. Sneed, Radiation Protection Operations Manager
*M. Sontag, Sr. Nuclear Trainer
*J. Velotte, Operations Training Director
*P. Wiley, Operations Support Leader

1.2 NRC Personnel

*T. McKernon, Chief Examiner, Operations Branch, Division of Reactor Safety
*T. Meadows, Examiner, Operations Branch, Division of Reactor Safety
*J. Tapia, Examiner, Operations Branch, Division of Reactor Safety

In addition to the personnel listed above, the inspectors contacted other
personnel during this inspection period.

* Denotes personnel that attended the exit meeting.

2 EXIT MEETING

An exit meeting was conducted on October 21, 1994. During this meeting, the
inspectors reviewed the scope 'and findings of the report. The licensee did
not express a position on the findings documented in this report. The
licensee did not identify as proprietary any information provided to, or
reviewed by, the inspectors.
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QA'RO Exam Question: PVNGS Comments Refs. PVNGS

Request

42 The following plant conditions
exists:

~ A regulating CEA has slipped to
ten (10) inches below its group
average.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following
describes the actions to be taken?

a. Depress the CWP Bypass pushbutton
and alternate pulling the rods
for ten (10) seconds and wait for
15 seconds until the rod is
realigned.

b. Borate as required and withdraw
the effected rod until it is
realigned.

c. Trip the reactor and trip the
turbine and ensure that the
effected rod inserts into the
core.

There are two correct
answers for this question.
Answers b. and d.

The question is ambiguous in
that the stem does not
provide enough information
for the operator to know if
the question is looking for
an initial action or a
restoration action.

Answer b. is correct.

Answer d. combines steps
from 41AO-IZZ11 page 4 of 14
and page 6 of 14 given in
the order the operator would
take the steps.

LP0 NK31-035

Objet
E002

KAP
000005A104

Procs.
41AO-IZZ11
Rev. 8

Accept
answers
b. and
d.

d. Depress the CWP Bypass pushbutton
and match Tave and Tref by
adjusting turbine load while
realigning the CEA.
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Q¹ LSRO Exam Question: PVNGS Comment: Refs PVNGS

Request

40 The following plant conditions
exist:
~ Reduced inventory operations

are in progress.

~ A Cold leg opening of LESS THAN
ONE (1) square inch exist.

~ Shutdown cooling has just been
lost.

'.Within WHICH ONE (1) of the
following time frames must
Containment Closure be completed?

a. 1.0 hour.
b. 1.5 hours.
c. 2 hours.
d. 2.5 hours.

This question is not
consistent with the
current procedure
direction, there is no
specific time stated in
the procedure for
obtaining Containment
Closure.

The time requirement is
the most limiting of
either the Tech. Spec.
3.9.8. 1/ 3.9.8.2 or the
duration of the "Time to
Boil" from the core data
book for the applicable
plant conditions.

The proc. 40AC-90P20,
Reduced Inventory
Operations originally
included the 2.5 hour time
limit, but the current
procedure not longer has
this.

LP¹
NAS94-00-RC-047

OBJ
E002

KA¹
000025G012

Proc40AC-90P20
REV1
'REV3

T/S
.3.9.8.1

3.9.8.?
Core Data Book
Table

Delete this
ques. from
the exam.
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ATTACHMENT 3

SIMULATION FACILITY REPORT

Facility Licensee: Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station

Facility Docket Nos.: 50-528
50-529
50-530

Operating Tests Administrated on: October 18, 1994

These observations do not constitute audit or inspection findings and are not,
without further verification and review, indicative of noncompliance with
10 CFR 55.45(b). These observations do not affect NRC certification or
approval of the simulation facility other than to provide information which
may be used in future evaluations. No licensee action is required in response
to these observations. While conducting the simulator portion of the
operating tests, the following discrepancies were observed:

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Pressurizer Pressure PZR Pressure Alarm HI/LO 4AOIB does not annunciate.
Alarm Setpoint is 2160 psi decreasing. Problem occurs on

both simulator A and B.

Containment Pressure When in IC 18 (75% power) and both the following
Instruments instruments overrides are failed high; TR01:RCN PT

IOOX to 2500 psi and any of the Class ¹I S/G pressure
instruments SGA (B,C,D) PT 1013 A(B,C,D) to 1524 psi
the respective narrow range containment pressure
instrument HCA (B,C,D) P1 35A(B,C,D) also fails high.
This occurs on both simulators A and B.

Emergency Diesel
Generators

After Normal 4160Vac power is supplied to safety class
buses, and the EDG handswitch is taken to stop, the
diesel should go into a cooldown cycle. Voltage and
frequency should decay and the EDG should be out of
emergency mode. The simulator will not take the EDG

out of the Emergency Mode and will continue to run.

NOTE: At the time of the examinations, licensee staff were in the process of
certifying the second plant reference simulator. The examination team
verified that the examination material performed the .same on both
simulators before administering the examinations, which was the case for
the adminstered examinations. The above discrepancies were observed on
both simulators.
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ATTACHMENT 4

WRITTEN EXAMINATIONS AND ANSWER KEYS
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U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
SITE SPECIFIC EXAMINATION

SENIOR OPERATOR LICENSE
REGION 5

CANDIDATE'S NAME:

FACILITY:

REACTOR TYPE:

Palo Verde 1 2 & 3

PWR-CESO

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE:

DATE ADMINISTERED: 94/10/14

Use the answer sheets provided to document your answers. Staple this cover
sheet on top of the answer sheets. Points for each question are indicated in
parentheses after the question. The passing grade requires a final grade ofat least 80%. Examination papers will be picked up four (4) hours after the
examination starts.

TEST VALUE
CANDIDATE'S

SCORE

100.00
FINAL GRADE

TOTALS

All work done on this examination is my own. I have neither given nor
received aid.

Candidate's Signature
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SENIOR REACTOR OPERATOR

A N S W E R S H E E T

Page 2

Multiple Choice (Circle or X your choice)

If you change your answer, write your selection in the blank.

MULTIPLE CHOICE

001 a b,. c d

002 a b c d

003 a b c d

004 a b c d

005 a b c d

006 a b c d

007 a b c d

008 a b c d

009 a b c d

010 a b c d

011 a b c d

012 a b c d

013 a b c d

014 a b c d

015 a b c d

016 a b c d

017 a b c d

018 a b c d

019 a b c d

020 a b c d

021 a b c d

022 a b c d

023 a b c d

024 a b c d

025 a b c d

026 a b c d

027 a b c d

028 a b c d

029 a b c d

030 a b c d

031 a b c d

032 a b c d

033 a b c d

034 a b c d

035 a b c d

036 a b c d

037 a b c d

038 a b c d

039 a b c d

040 a b c d

041 a b c d

042 a b c d

043 a b c d

044 a b c d

045 a b c d
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SENIOR REACTOR OPERATOR

A N S W E R S H E E T

Page 3

Multiple Choice (Circle or X your choice)

If you change your answer, write your selection in the blank.

046 a b c d

047 a b c d

048 a b c d

049 a b c d

050 a b c d

051 a b c d

052 a b c d

053' b c d

054

055

a b c d

a b c d

056 a b c d

057 a b c d

058 a b c d

059 a b c d

060 a b c d

061 a b c d

062 a b c d

063 a b c d

067 a b c d

068 a b c d

064 a b c d

065 a b c d

066 a b c d

069 a b c d

070 a b c d

071 a b c d

072 a b c d

073 a b c d

074 a b c d

075 a b c d

076 a b c d

077 a b c d

078 a b c d

079 a b c d

080 a b c d .

081 a b c d

082 a b c d

083 a b c d

084 a b c d

085 a b c d

086 a b c d

087 a b c d

088 a b c d

089 a b c d

090 a b c d

091 a b c d
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SENIOR REACTOR OPERATOR Page 4

A N S W E R S H E E T

Multiple Choice (Circle or X your choice)

If you change your answer, write your selection in the blank.

092 a b c d

093 a b c d

094 a b c d

095 a b c d

096 a b c d

097 a b c d

098 a b c d

099 a b c d

100 a b c d

(**********END OF EXAMINATION **********)
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Policies and Guidelines
for Taking NRC Written Examinations

1. Cheating on the examination will result in a denial of your application
and could result in more severe penalties.

2. After you complete the examination, sign the statement on the cover
sheet indicating that the work is your own and you have not received or
given assistance in completing the examination.

3. To pass the examination, you must achieve a grade of 80 percent or
greater.

4. The point value for each question is indicated in parentheses after the
question number.

5. There is a time limit of 4 hours for completing the examination.

6. Use only black ink or dark pencil to ensure legible copies.

7. Print your name in the blank provided on the examination cover sheet and
the answer sheet.

8. Hark your answers on the answer sheet provided and do not leave any
question blank.

9. If the intent of a question is unclear, ask questions of the examiner
only.

10. Restroom trips are permitted, but only one applicant at a time will be
allowed to leave. Avoid all contact with anyone outside the examination
room to eliminate even the appearance or possibility of cheating.

ll. When you complete the examination, assemble a package including the
examination questions, examination aids, and answer sheets and give it
to the examiner or proctor. Remember to sign the statement on the
examination cover sheet.

12. After you have turned in your examination, leave the examination area as
defined by the examiner.
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SENIOR REACTOR OPERATOR Page 7

WHICH ONE (1) of the following inputs to the Control Element Mechanism Contre
Drive System is provided by the Reactor Protection System (RPS)?

a. CWP (CEA Withdrawal Prohibit).
b. AMI (Automatic Motion Inhibit) .

c. USP (Upper Sequential Permissive) .

d. AWP (Automatic Withdrawal Prohibit).

QUESTION: 002 (1. 00)

The following plant condition exists:
o A reactor startup is in progress.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the approximate power level, as read by the
linear safety channels, when the control channels are calibrated?

a. 5-6%.

b. 11-12%'.

c. 21-22%.

d. 25-26'.
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QUESTION: 003 (1.00)

The following plant conditions exist:
o A reactor startup is in progress.
o Group 2 is at 110 inches.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following prevents more than two (2) CEA groups from
withdrawing simultaneously?

a. Sequential Permissive and Upper Electrical Limit (UEL).

b. Lower Sequential Permissive and Upper Group Stop (UGS).

c. Sequential Permissive and Upper

d. Lower Sequential Permissive and

Group Stop (UGS) .

Upper Electrical Limit (UEL).

QUESTION: 004 (1. 00)

Given the following:
o Technical Specifications restricts starting an RCP during an RCS

heatup when Tcold is less than 291 degrees F. and steam generator
secondary water temperature is greater than 100 degrees F. above
each RCS Tcold.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the reason for this limit?
a ~

b.

c

d.

Pressure transient caused by reverse heat transfer from a hot S/G.

An RCP induced heatup of the RCS.

Pressure transient caused by heat transfer from the core.

The head from an additional operating RCP.
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t QUESTION: 005 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the reason for preventing the start of the
fourth Reactor Coolant Pump until RCS temperature is greater than 500 degrees
F?

a. To prevent exceeding RCS heatup rate limits.
b. To prevent excessive RCP starting currents.

c. To limit Steam Generator tube stresses.

d. To limit core

uplift'UESTION:

006 (1.00)

The following plant condition exists:
o The plant is operating at normal temperature and pressure.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the primary reason a constant hydrogen
overpressure is maintained in the Volume Control Tank

(VCT)?'.

Maintain adequate charging pump suction pressure.

b. Prevent flashing in the VCT.

c. Scavenge oxygen in the RCS.

d. Prevent flashing in the RCP seal bleedoff lines.

QUESTION: 007 (1. 00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following sets of signals will AUTOMATICALLYclose the
Upstream Letdown Containment Isolation valve (CH-UV-515)?

a. CIAS or HIGH letdown heat exchanger outlet temperatures.

b. CIAS or HIGH regenerative heat exchanger outlet temperature.

c. SlAS or HIGH letdown heat exchanger outlet temperature.

d. SIAS or HIGH regenerative heat exchanger outlet temperature.
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QUESTION: 008 (1.00)

The following plant conditions exist:
o Mode 1.
o A fresh mixed bed demineralizer in the CVCS has been placed in

service.
o A resin saturation treatment has NOT been performed.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the expected plant response, given no
further operator action?

a. Power level will go up.

b. Control rods will go out.

c. RCS pressure will decrease.

d. Tcold in both loops will decrease.

QUESTION: 009 (1.00)

The following plant condition exists:
o The plant is at 9% power.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following sets of Safety Channel trips will occur when a
Thot input to the train "A" CPC fails high?

a. Variable Overpower and Local Power Density.
b. Local Power Density and Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio

(DNBR) .

c. Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio (DNBR) and High Logarithmic
Power.

d. High Logarithmic Power and Variable Overpower.
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The following plant condition exists:
o You are reloading fuel into the reactor vessel when the Shift

Supervisor informs you that one startup channel neutron flux moni-
tor has failed channel checks.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the LSRO's action?

a. Continue fuel reload as only one (1) channel is required.
b. Continue fuel reload, the LCO allows 12 hours to return the

effected channel to service before suspending refueling
operations.

c. Suspend core alterations until boron sampling has been initiated
every twelve (12) hours for 36 hours.

d. Suspend core alterations until two (2) S/U neutron channels're
declared operable by the Shift Supervisor.

QUESTION: 011 (1.00)

The following plant conditions exist:
0
0
0

A reactor startup is in progress. .l. ~Reactor is critical and power is 1 x 10E-1%.
An inadvertent reactivity addition results in a SIX (6) dpm Start
Up Rate.

WHICH ONE (1) of the fo'lowing trips is designed to provide protection forthis event?

a. Variable Overpower.

b. Local Power Density.

c. Pressurizer pressure.

d. Logarithmic power level.
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t QUESTION: 012 (1.00)

At WHICH ONE (1) of the following power levels should the Main Feedwater
Control System AUTOMATICALLYtransfer from SINGLE element control to THREE (3)
element control?

a.

b. 11<

c. 16%

21'UESTION:

013 (1. 00)

The following plant conditions exist:
o An AFAS actuation has occurred.
o S/G-1 Level 20% WR S/G-1 Pressure = 580 psia
o S/G-2 Level = 50~ WR S/G-2 Pressure = 710 psia

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the operation of the AFW System.

a. AFW is feeding S/G-1 ONLY.

b.. AFW is feeding S/G-2 ONLY.

c. AFW is feeding BOTH S/Gs.

d. AFW is isolated to BOTH S/Gs.
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QUESTION: 014 ( 1 . 00 )

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the basis for the CST minimum water level?

a. Maintain HOT SHUTDOWN for eight (8) hours followed by an orderly
cooldown to 350 degrees F. with a concurrent total loss of site
power.

b. Maintain HOT SHUTDOWN conditions for 12 hours and cooldown to 350
degrees F. with a concurrent total loss of site power.

c. Maintain HOT SHUTDOWN condit'ons for eight (8) hours and cooldown
to Shutdown Cooling system (SDC) conditions within an additional 8
hours.

d. Maintain HOT SHUTDOWN conditions for eight (8) hours and cooldown
to SDC conditions within an additional 24 hours.

QUESTION: 015 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following electrical buses powers the Essential Motor-
Driven AFW pump?

a. PGA-L31.

b. PGA-L35.

c. PBA-SO3.

d. PBB-S04.
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QUESTION: 016 (1.00)E

The following plant condition exists:

o The Containment Sump Level and Flow Monitoring System is OPERABLE.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following components must be OPERABLE for the Reactor
Coolant Leakage Detection System to be OPERABLE?

a. Containment Power Access Purge Exhaust Monitor RU-37.

b. Containment High Radiation Monitor RU-148.

c. Containment Building Atmosphere Monitor RU-1.

d. Primary Coolant Activity Monitor RU-150.

QUESTION: 017 (1. 00)

The following plant conditions exist:
o Power Access Purge Area monitor RU-37 is BYPASSED.
o Power Access Purge Area monitor RU-38 fails HIGH.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following actuation signals will occur?

a. CPIAS train "A" & "B", CREFAS train "B" ONLY.

b. CPIAS train "B" ONLY, CREFAS train "B" ONLY.

c. CPIAS train "B" ONLY, CREFAS trains "A" & "B".

d. CPIAS trains "A" & "B", CREFAS trains "A" & "B".
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QUESTION: 018 (1.00)

The following plant conditions exist:
o Unit 1 is in MODE 1.
o The latest leak rate data is as follows:

o 12.3 GPM - Total RCS leakage rate.
o 5.2 GPM - Leakage into the Reactor Drain Tank.
o 1.5 GPM - Leakage past check valves from RCS to SI system.
o 0.8 GPM - Total primary to secondary leakage (From S/G-l).
o 3.5 GPM - Charging pump leakage.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following defines the type of Technical Specification
leakage that is occurring?

a. PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE that requires shutdown.

b. UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE that requires shutdown.

c. IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE that does NOT require shutdown.

d. PRIMARY to SECONDARY LEAKAGE that does NOT require shutdown.

QUESTION: 019 (1. 00)

The following plant conditions exist:
o Unit 1 is in Mode 2 at 3% power.
o Tcold indication is 525 degrees F.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the MINIMUMaction necessary to comply with
Technical Specification 3.1.1.4, "Minimum Temperature For Criticality"?

a. Restore Tcold to greater than 542 degrees within 15 minutes or be
in HOT STANDBY within the next 30 minutes.

b. Restore Tcold to greater than 552 degrees within
in HOT STANDBY within the next 30 minutes.

15 minutes or be

c. Restore Tcold to greater than 542 degrees within 15 minutes or be
in HOT STANDBY within the next 15 minutes.

d. Restore Tcold to greater than 552 degrees within 15 minutes or be
in HOT STANDBY within the next 15 minutes.
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QUESTION: 020 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the MAXIMUM RWT level at which an AUTOMATIC
RAS actuation should occur'?

a. S.o-..

b. 7.4'o.

c. 9.0%.

d. 11.4'o.

QUESTION: 021 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is an automatic action associated with a
Recirculation Actuation Signal (RAS) signal?

a. High Pressure Safety Injection pumps trip.
b. Refueling Water Tank outlet valves CLOSE.

c. Charging pumps trip.
d. LPSI pump mini-recirc valves CLOSE.

QUESTION: 022 (1. 00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the reason Trisodium Phosphate (TSP) is
stored in containment?

a. Raise the pH of containment spray water for corrosion contxol.

b. Lower pH of spray water to minimize hydrogen formation in contain-
ment.

c. Minimize iodine entrainment in containment spray water.

d. Minimize boron precipitating on the fuel surfaces.
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QUESTION: 023 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following conditions .will result in an INCREASE in the
Low DNBR MARGIN? (The unit is at 100% power).

a. ASI changes from 0.0 to -0.1.

b. Tcold Loop 1 fails LOW.

c. RCS pressure increases 25
psia.'.

Delta-T PWR is increased via a Nuclear Instrument Calibration.

QUESTION: 024 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following Plant Protection System trip protects against
exceeding RCS design pressure?

a. High Logarithmic Power.

b. Low Steam Generator Level.

c. Low Steam Generator Pressure.

d. High Local Power Density.

QUESTION: 025 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the MINIMUMaction that results from
actuation of Supplementary Protection System channels "A" AND "B"?

a. BOTH MG set main circuit breakers are opened.

b. ONLY one (1) MG set main circuit breaker is opened.

c. BOTH (2) MG set output load contactors are opened.

d. ONLY one (1) MG set .output load contactor is opened.
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t QUESTION: 026 (1. 00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the initiating signal for a Reactor Power
Cutback when a main feed pump trips?

a. Feedwater pump discharge pressure.

b. Feedwater pump control oil
prcssure'.

Feedwater pump speed.

d. Feedwater pump flow.

QUESTION: 027 (1. 00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the response of indicated Tavg and calculat-
ed Delta-T to a control channel Tcold failing LOW?

a. Tavg decreases, Delta T decreases.

b. Tavg increases, Delta T increases.

c. Tavg decreases, Delta T increases.

d. Tavg increases, Delta T decreases.

QUESTION: 028 (1. 00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following signals is an input to the Pressurizer Level
Control System?

a. Turbine First Stage Pressure.

b. Control Channel Nuclear Instruments.

c. Reactor Regulating System Control Channel

d. Reactor Regulating System Tavg.

~'lJ p
Power.<
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QUESTION: 029 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the Reactor Trip Over-ride (RTO) fiv
(5) seconds after a reactor trip from 65~ power?

a. The RTO signal will NOT be in effect if the S/G level is above
46.9c.

b. The RTO will maintain the Initial Refill Demand Signal (IRDS)
until S/G levels recover to programmed level.

c. The RTO signal will allow the Refill Flow Demand Signal (RFD) to
vary the feed rate to the S/Gs.

d. The RTO signal will insert a demand signal of 8.5% to the econo-
mizer valve.

QUESTION: 030 (1. 00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the typical indication of loss of DC contro.
power to a remotely operated valve?

a. Position indicating lights go out.
b. Position indicating lights go dim.

c. Position indicating lights begin flashing.
d. Position indicating lights will be more intense.

QUESTION: 031 (1. 00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the normal lineup for a 125 V DC bus?

a. DC Bus PKB-M42 is powered from battery charger "B" which is pow-
ered from 480 VAC, bus -PGB-L36.

b. DC Bus PKB-M42 is powered from battery charger "B-D" which is
powered from 480 VAC bus PGA-L31.

c. DC Bus PKC-M43 is powered from battery charger "C" which is pow-
ered from 480 VAC bus PGB-L34.

d. DC Bus PKB-M43 is powered from battery charger "A-CI'hich is
powered from 480 VAC bus PGA-L31.
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QUESTION: 032 (1.00)

The following plant condition exists:
o EDG "A" is parallelled to the grid.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is expected when the EDG GOVERNOR and VOLTAGE
control handswitches are both taken to RAISE/INCREASE?

a. MWs and EDG speed increase.

b. MVARs and MWs increase.

c. Output voltage and MVARs are constant.

d. EDG speed and output voltage increase.

QUESTION: 033 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) trips are
bypassed when the EDG is started by a SIAS?

a. Low lube oil pressure and high jacket water temperature.

b. Crankcase high pressure and low lube oil pressure.

c. Generator differential and crankcase high pressure.

d. High jacket water temperature and excessive engine vibration.
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QUESTION: 034 (1.00)

Given the following:
During refueling operations, Technical Specifications 3.9.8.1 and
3.9.8.2 allow shutdown cooling flow to be stopped for up to one (1) hour
in an eight (8) hour period for certain activities.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is an activity that permits stoppage of
Shutdown Cooling flow?

a. Whenever turbulence reduces visibility.
b. To allow removal of reactor vessel internals.
c. To seat assemblies near the hot legs.

d. To keep unsupported assemblies from falling.

QUESTION: 035 (1. 00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the purpose of the
charge Header Orifice?

a. Balance SI flow ONLY during Hot Leg injection.
b. 'alance SI flow ONLY during Cold Leg injection.

HPSI Pump Dis-

c. Balance SI flow during simultaneous Hot and Cold Leg injection.
d. Balance SI flow during EITHER Hot Leg injection or Cold Leg

injection.
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WHICH ONE (1) of the following is an automatic action of the power-operated
Essential Cooling Water System/Nuclear Cooling Water System cross-tie valves?

a. OPEN upon LOW Nuclear Cooling Water System flow.

b. OPEN upon HIGH Nuclear Cooling Water System Temperature.

c. CLOSE upon a HIGH Essential Cooling Water System Surge Tank "A"
level.

d. CLOSE upon a LOW Essential Cooling Water System Surge Tank "A"
level.

QUESTION: 037 (1. 00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes a condition that prevents the RFM
from entering the upender zone?

a. Whenever the RFM hoist box is latched.

b. Whenever the RFM is fully loaded.

c. Whenever the spreader is fully extended.

d. Whenever its upender is completely horizontal.

QUESTION: 038 (1. 00)

WHICH ONE (1) .of phd following refueling operations would be the FIRST CORE
ALTERATION'„Muring core off load?

a. De-tensioning and removing the reactor vessel head bolts.

b. Lifting the reactor vessel head.

c. Engaging the Upper Guide Support (UGS) lifting rig to the UGS.

d. Raising the CEA support plate and CEAs.
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t QUESTION: 039 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following will fail OPEN on a loss of instrument air?

a. Atmospheric Dump Valve (SG-HV-179).

b. Feedwater Economizer Isolation valves (SG-UV-132).

c. Letdown Containment Isolation valve (CHA-UV-515).

d. RCP Seal Injection flow valve (CH-FV-241).

QUESTION: 040 (1. 00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes when a part-length rod that is
mechanically bound can be considered OPERABLE according to Technical Specifi-
cations? (Technical Specifications are attached.)

a. When it is capable of insertion on a Reactor trip.
b. When it is tripped and maintained fully inserted.

c. When it is fully withdrawn from the core.

d. When it is aligned to within eight (8) inches of all other
part-length rods.

QUESTION: 041 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the reason for the Transient CEA
Insertion Limits?

a. Ensures a MAXIMUM shutdown margin assuming an excess steam demand
accident at the beginning of core life.

b. Ensures a MAXIMUM shutdown margin assuming the failure of the
highest reactivity worth single CEA.

c. Ensures axial peaking factors are within acceptable levels.

d. Ensures the potential effects of a CEA ejection accident are
limited to acceptable levels.
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t QUESTION: 042 (1.00)

The following plant condition exists:
o A Regulating CEA has slipped to ten (10) inches below its group

average.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the actions to be taken?

a. Depress the CWP Bypass pushbutton and alternate pulling the rod
for ten (10) seconds and wait for 15 seconds until the rod is re-
aligned.

b. Borate as required and withdraw the effected rod until it is re-
aligned.

c. Trip the reactor and trip the turbine and ensure that the effected
rod inserts into the core.

d. Depress the CWP Bypass pushbutton and match Tave and Tref by ad-
justing turbine load while realigning the CEA.

QUESTION: 043 (1. 00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the MAXIMUM time allowed for operation of
reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) following a loss of Nuclear Cooling water?

a. 5 minutes.

b. 10 minutes.

c. 15 minutes.

d. 20 minutes.
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QUESTION: 044 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1} of the following would require tripping an operating Reactor
Coolant Pump?

a. RCP motor amps indicate 350 amps.

b. Upper thrust bearing temperature is 300 degrees F.

c. Number 1 seal inlet pressure is 1250 psig.
d. Controlled bleedof f flow is eight (8) gpm.

QUESTION: 045 (1. 00)

WHICH of the following conditions 'must be present for natural circulation to
exist following a loss of offsite power?

a. One (1) to two (2) minutes elapsed time and Tcold equals Thot.

b. One (1) to two (2) minutes elapsed time and Thot saturation pres-
sure equals steam generator pressure.

c. Five (5) to 15 minutes elapsed time and Thot minus Tcold is great-
er than 50 degrees F.

d. Five (5) to 15 minutes elapsed time and Tcold saturation pressure
equals steam generator pressure.
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t QUESTION: 046 (1.00)

The following plant conditions exists:

0 A loss of Plant Cooling Water supply to the Nuclear Cooling Water
(NCW) system has occurred.
The Essential Cooling Water (ECW) System has been aligned to
supply critical NCW loads.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following loads CANNOT be supplied by this lineup?

a. Essential Chiller.
b. Spent Fuel Pool Heat Exchanger.

c. Normal Chiller.
d. Letdown Heat Exchanger.

QUESTION: 047 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following will result when the Pressurizer pressure
controlling channel fails HIGH?

a. The pressurizer pressure controller output fails to zero.

b. All pressurizer heaters energize.

c. Pressurizer spray valves open fully.
d. Letdown flow increases.

QUESTION: 048 (1. 00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the PRIMARY purpose for hav'ing pressurizer
heaters available with power from an essential bus?

a. Natural circulation can be established and maintained.

b. Pressure can be controlled with a spray valve failed open.

c. Prevent Boron stratification in the pressurizer.

d. A pressurizer bubble .can be established and maintained for re-
starting reactor coolant pumps.
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QUESTION: 049 (1.00)

The following plant conditions exist:
o The unit is operating at 100% power when the failure of the con-

trolling Pressurizer pressure instrument causes pressure to de-
crease to 2200 psia.

o The Pressurizer Pressure Master Controller RCN-PIC-100 has been
placed in MANUAL.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following actions is required to return pressure to its
normal value?

a. Increase the controller output.

b. Decrease the controller output.

c. Raise the pressure setpoint adjustment.

d. Lower the pressure setpoint adjustment.

QUESTION: 050 (1.00)

The following plant condition exists:
0

0

During an Excess Steam Demand event both steam generators are
suspected of being faulted.
S/G levels are: S/G-1: 20% WR

S/G-2: 10%'R

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the steam generator(s) to be isolat-
ed'.

BOTH S/Gs since a potential exists to over-cool the RCS.

b. ONLY the S/G with the highest Tcold.

c. EITHER S/G since it will aid in identification of the faulted S/G.

d. ONLY the S/G with the lowest pressure.
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QUESTION: 051 (1.00)

The following plant conditions exist:
o A Unit 2 steam line break exists upstream of the S/G-1 MSIV.
o MSIS has automatically initiated.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following conditions could result if heat removal from
the unaffected steam generator is NOT established immediately following dryou
of the faulted steam generator?

a. Rapid re-pressurization of the RCS and subsequent Pressurized
Thermal Shock (PTS) conditions.

b. Inability to open S/G-2 MSIV due to pressure difference created
when effected S/G reaches dryout conditions.

c. A rapid increase in Tcold resulting in exceeding the unaffected
S/G pressure/temperature 'limits.

d. A decrease in the core exit temperatures resulting in an interrup-
tion of natural circulation.

QUESTION: 052 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following discriminates between a steam line break insid~
containment and a small break LOCA?

a. Containment pressure.

b. RCS pressure.

c. Containment temperature.

d. Steam Generator pressure.
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QUESTION: 053 (1.00)

The following plant condition exists:

o Unit 1 is at 55-. power.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the condenser back pressure at which a
turbine trip will occur?

a. 5.5" HgA.

b. 8.5" HgA.

c. 11.5" HgA.

d. 14.5" HgA.

QUESTION: 054 (1.00)

The following plant conditions exists:
o A moderate rate of condenser vacuum loss is in progress.

a. The main turbine and FWPTs will trip at the same time.

b. The main turbine will trip first followed by FWPT trips.
c. The FWPTs will trip first followed by the main turbine trip.
d. ' reactor power cutback wi..l initiate followed by a main turbine

runback.
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QUESTZON: 055 (1.00)

The following plant condition exists:
o A Blackout has occurred.

WHZCH ONE (1) of the following is available for CEA position verification?
a. Core mimic rod bottom lights.
b. CEDMCS LEL lights.
c. CEAC CRT display.
d. CEAC Remote operator's module.

QUESTZON: 056 (1.00)

The following plant condition exists:
o The crew is implementing 41E0-1R006, "Loss of Offsite Power."

WHZCH ONE (1) of the following is the reason the operator is required to openthe main feedwater pump Emergency Lube Oil Pump breakers?

a. Allows non-class battery power to be conserved for the main tur-
bine lube oil pumps.

b. Allows class battery power to be conserved for'ecessary switch-
yard breaker control.

c. Allows non-class battery power to be conserved for necessary
breaker control.

d. Allows class battery power to be conserved for RCP breaker control
power.
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QUESTION: 057 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following will result from loss of Class 120VAC Distribu
tion Panel PNA-D25?

a. Essential Chiller ECB-E01 will start.
b. RTSG breakers "B" and "D" will open.

c. CEA movement for all subgroups is disabled in the AS, MS and MG
modes.

d. Steam generator Atmospheric Dump Valves SGA-HV-179 and 184 fail
CLOSED.

QUESTION: 058 (1.00)

The following plant conditions exist:
o The Control Room has been evacuated due to fire and smoke.
o Operators have gone to the Remote Shutdown panel (RSP).

WHICH ONE (1) of the following RSP "B" TRAIN instruments is considered
reliable at the RSP?

a. AFW Flow.

b. S/G pressure.

c. RCS Tavg.

d. Source Range Nuclear Instrumentation.
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QUESTION: 059 (1.00)

The following plant condition exists:
o Toxic gas ingress to the Control Room requires a control room

evacuation per 41A0-1ZZ27, "Shutdown Outside the Control Room."
o The reactor has been manually tripped.
o The turbine has been manually tripped.

WHICH of the following describes the additional operator actions to be taken
before evacuation?

a. Trip ALL RCPs, place letdown and backpressure control valve selec-
tors to BOTH.

b. Trip two (2) RCPs in the same loop, place letdown and backpressure
control valve selectors to BOTH.

c. Trip two (2) RCPs in opposite loops, trip BOTH MFPs.

d. Trip ALL RCPs, trip BOTH MFPs.

QUESTION: 060 (1. 00)

The following plant condition exists:
o Performance of 41A0-1ZZ27, "Shutdown Outside the Control Room," is

in progress.
I'HICHONE (1) of the following conditions would require a plant cooldown be

started within eight (8) hours?

a. A luss of vacuum results in loss of SBCS.

b. SIAS/CIAS auto actuates.

c. The CST level cannot be maintained greater than 29.5 ft.
d. Control at the Remote-Shutdown Panel was NOT achieved .within 15

minutes.
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QUESTION: 061 (1.00)

The following conditions ex"'st:

0
0

Plant is in MODE 6 with refueling in progress.
The steam generator secondary side manways are open for sludge
lancing and cleanup.
The steam generator primary side manways are open, with nozzle
dams installed, in preparation for eddy current testing.
The refueling pool level is 24 feet above the reactor vessel
flange with two (2) trains of shutdown cooling OPERABLE.

WHlCH ONE (1) of the following maintenance activities would require a suspen-
sion of CORE ALTERATIONS and movement of irradiated fuel in Containment?

a. Testing the automatic isolation of the Containment purge valves.
b. Two (2) Containment Normal Cooling Air Handling Units are out of

service for maintenance.

c. Steamline safety valves are in the process of being removed for
bench testing of lift setpoint.

d. Starting to perform the eddy current testing of the'team genera-tors.

QUESTION 062 (1.00)

The following plant conditions exists:
0 Containment pressure is 9.2 psig.

'."."= '~S has decided to use LPSI "A" to recover the containment
temperature and pressure control.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following defines when the FRP success criteria is met?

a. A LPSI pump is started.
b. Containment

c. Containment

pressure is constant or decreasing.

Spray flow is 2300 gpm.

d. Containment temperature drops ten (10) degrees F.
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QUESTION: 063 (1.00)

The following plant conditions exists:
o A shutdown is required due to Dose Equivalent I-131 level of five

(5) microcuries/gram.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the reason for reducing Tcold to less than
500 degrees F. following the reactor shutdown?

a. Slows the release of noble gas to the reactor coolant, reducing
the source term of the activity.

b. Prevents the release of activity should a steam generator tube
rupture occur.

c. Minimizes the temperature related degradation of the CVCS demin-
eralizers while RCS clean-up is in progress.

d. Minimizes the magnitude of the iodine spiking phenomena caused by
the unit shutdown.

QUESTION: 064 (1.00)

o Unit 1 is at 100 percent power with all CEAs fully withdrawn.
o A CEA drops into the core.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the effect on Shutdown Margin?

a. Increased due to the decrease in reactor power.

b. Decreased due to the decrease in reactor power.

c. Shutdown Margin remains the same.

d. Increased due to the decrease in RCS temperature.
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QUESTION: 065 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the use of EOP Continuous Steps?

a. Performed at the discretion of thg RO Q-

b. Performed when the instruction step cannot be completed.

c. Performed ONLY when presented in the EOP.

d. Performed when their specific conditions arise.

QUESTION: 066 (1.00)

The following plant conditions exist:
o A loss of offsite power has occurred.
o Primary plant parameters are stable.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is used with RCS pressure to ensure operation
within P-T curve limits?

a. RCS Tcold.

b. RCS Thot.

c. RCS Tave.

d. Rep. CET.
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QUESTION: 067 (1.00)

The following plant condition exists:

0
0

The reactor has tripped and the crew is implementing 41EP-1EO01,
"Emergency Operations."
Two (2) RCPs are running.
S/G pressures are 1000 psig and stable.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following indicates that the Core Heat Removal criteria
is NOT being met according to 41EP-1EO01, "Emergency Operations" ?

a. Core delta-T is 18 degrees P.

b. Pressurizer level is. seven (7) percent.

c. RCS Tcold is 560 degrees F.

d. S/G levels are 22 'R with adequate feed flow.

QUESTION: 068 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following RCS parameters would discriminate between a ho.
leg break and a Pressurizer vapor space break?

a. Tavg.

b. Pressurizer level.
c. Containment pressure.

d. Pressurizer pressure.
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t QUESTION: 069 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following would make it UNDESIRABLE for the operator to
reduce HPSI flow during a small break LOCA?

a. S/G-1 level is 18 'R and decreasing slowly.

b. Pressurizer level is 25-. and increasing.

c. Containment pressure is nine (9) psia and increasing.

d. RVUH indicates 25: and increasing.

QUESTION: 070 (1.00)

The following plant conditions exist:
o Unit 2 is in MODE 3.
o A small break loss of coolant is suspected.
o RVLMS is INOPERABLE.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is an indication of void formation in the RCS?

a. Pressurizer spray causes pressurizer level to rise.
b. Pressurizer heaters cause pressurizer level to rise.
c. Unexplained decrease in pressurizer level.
d. Unexplained letdown flow less than charging flow.

QUESTION: 071 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the MINIMUM required steam generator level
necessary for adequate heat removal during Natural Circulation?

a. 50% NR.

b. 2%'R.

c. 72% WR.

d. 2%'R.
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t QUESTION: 072 (1.00)

The following plant conditions exist:
o A large break LOCA occurred 100 hours ago.
o Efforts to start BOTH Hydrogen Recombiners have been unsuccessful.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the MINIMUM hydrogen concentration that
would require the containment to be purged?

a 1 0 ~

b. 1.5o.

C. 3~o.

4.5%.

QUESTION: 073 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the reason Hot and Cold Leg Injection is
established no sooner than two (2) hours following a loss of. coolant accident
(LOCA) ?

a. To avoid possible entrainment of SI flow in the Hot Leg due to
steam flow that is substantial before two (2) hours.

b. Boron precipitation is not a problem after two (2) hours due to
the large steam flow through the Hot Leg out the break;

c. Maximum Cold Leg flow is needed in the event of a cold leg break
due to the high amount of decay heat before two (2) hours.

d. To allow time for vessel head cooling to prevent the possibility
for void formation in the vessel head which would reduce core
cooling.
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QUESTION: 074 (1.00)

The following plant conditions exist:
0
0
0

The plant is in MODE 6.
One LPSI pump is providing shutdown cooling.
Operators observe flow oscillations occurring approximately every
twenty (20) seconds.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following operator actions should be taken to mitigate
the flow oscillations?

~ a 0

bs

Trip the LPSI pump and realign flow with a HPSI pump.

Throttle the LPSI Shutdown Cooling Heat Exchanger Bypass valve to
reduce flow.

c ~ Isolate the Shutdown Cooling Heat Exchanger.

d. Trip the LPSI pump and realign flow with a CS pump.

QUESTION: 075 (1.00)

The following plant conditions exist:
o Reactor startup is in progress.
o Group 4 is at 90 steps.
o The reactor has just gone critical.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the MINIMUM number of log power channels
required to be OPERABLE to continue startup to MODE 1? (Technical
Specifications are attached.)

a. Four (4).
b. Three (3).
c. Two (2) .

d. One (1).
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QUESTION: 076 (1.00)

The following plant condition exists:
o Unit 2 is being shutdown to HOT STANDBY due to a steam generator

tube leak according to 42AO-2ZZOS, "Steam Generator Tube Leak."

WHICH ONE (1) of the following MINIMUM conditions would require a manual
reactor trip?

a. When all available charging pumps are running, letdown has been
isolated, and pressurizer level can no longer be controlled great-
er then 33%.

b. When all available charging pumps are running and letdown has
reached minimum flow.

c. When letdown flow combined with the tube rupture flow exceeds 85
gpm with three (3) charging pumps running.

d. When the steam generator leak rate is determined to be 70 gpm.

QUESTION: 077 (1. 00)

The following plant condition exists:
o A steam

WHICH ONE (1) of
generator tube rupture has been identified in BOTH S/Gs.

the following actions is to be performed?

a. Isolate both S/Gs.

b. If SZAS has actuated isolate the S/G with NO RCPs running.

c. Isolate the S/G with the highest activity.
d. Isolate the S/G with highest pressure.
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QUESTION: 078 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the reason RCS Thot is reduced below 555
degrees F. before. isolating a ruptured steam generator?

a. To prevent steam generator safeties from opening.

b. To prevent pressurizer safeties from opening.

c. Tc assure natural circulation in the unaffected loop.
d. To assure minimum RCS subcooling is maintained.

QUESTION: 079 (1. 00)

The following plant conditions exist:
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

A feedline break has occurred inside Unit 1 containment.
Containment pressure is 2.7 psig.
Containment radiation is normal.
PZR pressure is 1825 psia.
RWT level is 90%.
S/G pressures are 925 psia and 580 psia.
S/G levels are 50% WR and 20~ WR.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following groups of actuation signals should have
occurred?

a. SIAS, MSIS, CIAS, CPIAS.

b . S IAS, MS IS, CIAS, AFAS .

c . S IAS, CIAS, CSAS, AFAS .

d. MSIS, CSAS, CIAS, CPIAS.
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QUESTION: 080 (1. 00)

The following plant conditions exist:
o The reactor is at 60% power.
o The feed water control system (FWCS) is in automatic.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the response when the feed flow signal to
the FWCS g1 fails HIGH? No operator actions are taken.

a. An increase in actual feed flow, offset by level error, resulting
in level stabilizing on program.

b. An increase in actual feed flow, partially offset by level error,
resulting in level stabilizing above program.

c. Reactor will trip due to high S/G water level.
d. Reactor will trip due to low S/G water level.

QUESTION: 081 (1. 00)

The following plant conditions exist:
o The plant is operating at 100% power.
o Pressurizer level control channel "X" is selected.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following indicates the plant response when the output
signal from Loop 1 Hot Leg control channel RTD (RCN-TE-.111x) fails LOW.

LETDOWN FLOW

a. Increases

b. Increases

c. Decreases

d. Decreases

B/U HEATERS

Deenergize

Energize

Deenergize

Energize

B/U CHARGING PUMP

Starts
Stops

Starts

Stops
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t QUESTION: 082 (1.00)

The following plant conditions exist:
0
0
0
0

Unit 1 is in MODE 6.
Fuel movement is in progress.
An irradiated fuel element is suspended above the core.
Area radiation levels become HIGH and a Containment evacuation is
necessary.
Radiation levels allow placement of the fuel in a safe position.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the PREFERRED location for storing the
irradiated fuel assembly'

a. In the upender in the vertical position.
b. In the upender in the horizontal position.
c. In the core in any available position.
d. In the core in the designated location.

QUESTION: 083 (1.00)

The following plant conditions exist:
0
0

A loss of offsite power has occurred.
The crew is carrying out 41EP-1R006, "Loss of Offsite Power."

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes why the operator is required to shift
the charging pump suction from the VCT to the RWT or SFP?

a. The VCT outlet valve (CH-UV-501) fails closed during a loss of
offsite power.

b.

c

It is required by 41EP-1R006 to borate the RCS with at least 44
gpm from a borated water source.

The VCT level will decrease with continued charging pump operation
and loss of letdown.

d. To compensate for the positive reactivity effects from the expect-
ed rapid RCS cooldown.
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t QUESTION: 084 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following desc ibes Committed Effective Dose Equivalent
(CEDE) ?

a. Exposure to the skin or an extremity from sources inside the body.

b. Exposure from sources outside the body which can penetrate far
enough into the body to cause exposure to internal organs.

c. The effect on the entire body when individual organs receive expo-
sure from radioactive material deposited in the body.

d. Exposure to an individual organ or tissue from sources inside the
body.

QUESTION: 085 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the MAXIMUMnumber of visitors one (1)
escort may be assigned for accessing a Vital Area?

a, Three (3).

b. Five (5).

c. Ten (10) .

d. Fifteen (15) .

QUESTION: 086 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following fire extinguisher types would be used for afire in a motor control panel?

a. Type A (Green Triangle).
b. Type B (Red Scpxare).

c. Type C (Blue Circle).
d. Type D (Yellow Star).
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QUESTION: 087 (1. 00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following approvals are required to allow Shift
Supervisor (SS) duties to be delegated to another designated SRO?

a. Plant Manager.

b. Operations Manager.

c. Another SS from an unaffected Unit.
d. Another SS from the affected Unit.

QUESTION: 088 (1.00)

The following plant conditions exist:
o A plant maintenance worker received exposure of 33 rem TEDE during

the performance of a planned maintenance activity.
o 10CFR20 requires IMMEDIATE notification for this event.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the MAXIMUM time frame that meets the
IMMEDIATE notification requirement of a 10CFR20 event?

a. Within 15 minutes.

b. Within 30 minutes.

c. Within 60 minutes.

d. Within 120 minutes.
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QUESTION: 089 (1.00)

Concerning Locked valve, Breaker, and Component Control, the SS/ASS have the
responsibility fox authorizing the operation of any locked valve, breaker, anc
component:

a. And ensure the valve, breaker or component is returned to its
required position and locked.

b. Unless the operation of the valve, breaker or component is direct-
ed by a normal operating procedure in progress.

c. And ensure a log entry is made for each manipulation.
d. Unless the operation is directed by activities relate to an

EOP/AOP.

QUESTION: 090 (1.00)

WHlCH ONE (1) of the following is an INCORRECT control of Vital Area keys?

a. The Shift Supervisor issued the keys to a contractor employee to
work on fire protection equipment.

b. The Shift Supervisor issued the keys to Security Department per-
sonnel to work on ACAD equipment following a request from the
Security Shift Supervisor.

c. Operations personnel used the keys to conduct rounds in the ACAD
area while the system was inoperative with the approval of the
Security Shift Supervisor.

d. Operations personnel used the keys, without approval of the Secu-rity Shift Supervisor, to access an area to isolate a leak follow-
ing failure of the ACAD System.
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t QUESTION: 091 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is an indication that a 13.8 KV breaker has
opened due to an 86 Lockout?

a. Red indicating light is DIMLY lit.
b. Red indicating light is BRIGHTLY lit.
c. Green indicating light is DIMLY lit.
d. Green indicating light is BRIGHTLY lit.

QUESTION: 092 (1. 00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following individuals by title is responsible for
authorizing TCC clearances in the Switch Yard?

a. Unit 1 Shift Supervisor
ONLY'.

Unit Supervisor requesting the clearance.

c. Transmission Control Center Supervisor.

d. PVNGS PROC Supervisor.

QUESTION: 093 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following individuals by title is the MINIMUM level of
authorization needed prior to opening the Containment Equipment Hatch when RC.
level is in a Reduced Inventory Condition (less than 111 feet elevation)?

a. Shift Supervisor.

b. Outage Manager.

c. Maintenance Manager.

d. Plant Manager.
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QUESTION: 094 (1. 00)

The following plant condition exists:
o Unit 1 is in MODE 6.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following sets of procedures should be referred to when
an invalid SIAS occurs?

a. Emergency procedures.

b. Abnormal operating procedures.

c. Normal operating
procedures'.

MODE 6 General Operating procedures.

QUESTION: 095 (1. 00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following RCS chemistry
temperature (Tcold) is below 250 degrees F?

a. Dissolved Oxygen less than or equal

limits is NOT applicable when RCS

to 0.10 ppm.

b. Fluoride less than or equal to 0.10 ppm.

c. Chloride less 'than or equal to 0.15 ppm.

d. Sulfate less than or equal to 0.10 ppm.
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t QUESTION: 096 (1.00)

Given the following:

o Checkoff spaces are used to document procedure performance.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the recommended method for designating that
a procedural step has been started but NOT completed'

a. Mark the checkoff "S".

b. Circle the checkoff space.

c. Mark the checkoff "NC".

d. Draw a box around the checkoff space.

QUESTION: 097 (1. 00)

The following plant conditions exists:
o The SS Shift turnover is in progress.
o The oncoming SS has been on vacation for seven (7) days.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the MINIMUMperiod of log reviews to
be completed by the oncoming SS?

a. The last three (3) days.

b. The last three (3) Shifts.
c. The last two (2) days.

d. The last two (2) Shifts.
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QUESTION:

WHICH of

a

b

C.

d.

098 (1. 00)

the following methods are used for. verification of plant activities?/

Self checking, concurre~'erification, STAR.

STAR, concurrent ver'cation, independent verification.
C

Self checking, independent verification, STAR.

Self checking,: ASS/SS oversight, STAR.

QUESTION: 099 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following individuals is responsible for approving the
removal of an annunciator from service through use of a Temporary Modifica-
tion?

a. Shift Supervisor.

b. Any Licensed Control Room Operator.

c. Any Operations Supervisor.

d. Systems Engineer.

QUESTION: 100 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following combinations of tags is PROHIBITED, under ALL
circumstances, by Procedure 40AC-90P15, "Station Tagging And Clearance" ?

a. Red - Red.

b. Yellow - Blue.

c. Yellow - Yellow.

d. Blue - Red.

(**********END OF EXAMINATION **********)
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Multiple Choice (Circle or X your choice)

If you change your answer, write your selection in the blank.

012

c,

a b c d

013 a b c d

014 a b c d

015 a b c d

016 a b c d

017 a b c d

018 a b c d

019 a b c d

020 a b c d

021 a b c d

022 a b ' d

MULTIPLE CHOICE

001 a b c d

002 a b c d

~- 003 a b c d

004 a b c d

005 a b c d

006 a b c d

00.7 a b c d

008 a b c d

009 a b c d

010 a b c d

023 a b c d

024 a b c d

025 a b c d

026 a b c d

027 a b c d

028 a b c d

029 a b c d

030 a b c d

031 a b c d

, 032 a b c d

033 a b c d

034 a b c d

035 a b c d

036 a b c d

037 a b c d

038 a b c d

039 a b c d

040 a b c d

041 a b c d

042 a b c d

043 a b c d

044 a b c d

045 a b c d
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Multiple Choice (Circle or X your choice)

Xf you change your answer, write your selection in the blank.

046 a b c d

047 a b c d

048 a b c d

069 a b c

070 a b c

d

d

071 a b c d

049 a b c d 072 a b c

058 a b c d

059 a b c d

060 a b c d

061 a b c d

062 a b c d

063 a b c d

064 a b c d

065 a b c d

066 a b c d

067 a b c d

068 a b c d

050 a b c d

051 a b c d

052 a b c d

053 a b c d

054 a b c d

055 a b c d

056 a b c dt 057 a b c d

073 a b c d

074 a b c d

075 a b c

076 a b c

077 a b c

078 a b c

079 a b c

080 a b c

d

d

d

d

d

d

084 a b c

085 a b c

086 a b c

087 a b c

d

d

d

d

088 a b c d

089 a b c

090 a b c

091 a b c

d

d

d

081 a b c d

082 a b c d

083 a b c d
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Multiple Choice (Circle or X your choice)

If you change your answer, write your selection in the blank.

092 a b c d

093 a b c d

094 a b c d

095 a b c d

096 a b c d

097 a b c d

098 a b c d

099 a b c d

100 a b c d

(**********END OF EXAMINATION******+***)
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1. Cheating on the examination will result in a denial of your application
and could result in more severe penalties.

2. After you complete the examination, sign the statement on the cover
sheet indicating that the work is your own and you have not received or
given assistance in completing the examination.

3. To pass the examination, you must achieve a grade of 80 percent or
greater.

4. The point value for each question is indicated in parentheses after the
question number.

5. There is a time limit of 4 hours for completing the examination.

6. Use only black ink or dark pencil to ensure legible copies.

7. Print your name in the blank provided on the examination cover sheet and
the answer sheet.

8. Hark your answers on the answer sheet provided and do not leave any
question blank.

9. If the intent of a question is unclear, ask questions of the examiner
only.

10. Restroom trips are permitted, but only one applicant at a time will be
allowed to leave. Avoid all contact with anyone outside the examination
room to eliminate even the appearance or possibility of cheating.

ll. When you complete the examination, assemble a package including the
examination questions, examination aids, and answer sheets and give it
to the examiner or proctor. Remember to sign the statement on the
examination cover sheet.

12. After you have turned in your examination, leave the examination area as
defined by the examiner.
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t QUESTION: 001

WHICH ONE (1)
Drive System

(1. 00)

of the following inputs to the Control Element Mechanism Contro
is provided by the Reactor Protection System (RPS)?

a. CWP (CEA Withdrawal Prohibit,).

b. AMI (Automatic Motion Inhibit).
c. USP (Upper Sequential Permissive) .

d. AWP (Automatic Withdrawal Prohibit) .

QUESTION: 002 (1.00)

The following plant condition exists:
o A reactor startup is in progress.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the approximate power level, as read by the
linear safety channels, when the control channels are calibrated?

a. 5-6%.

b. 11-12%'.

c. 21-22<.

d. 25-26'.
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QUESTION: 003 (1.00)

The following plant conditions exist:
o A reactor startup is in progress.
o Group 2 is at 110 inches.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following prevents more than two (2) CEA groups from
withdrawing simultaneously'

a. Sequential Permissive and Upper Electrical Limit (UEL).

b. Lower Sequential Permissive and Upper Group Stop (UGS).

c. Sequential Permissive and Upper Group Stop (UGS).

d. Lower Sequential Permissive and Upper Electrical Limit (UEL).

QUESTION: 004 (1. 00)

The following plant conditions exist:
o RCP "2A" tripped after running for 50 minutes.
o The RCP was restarted, but tripped within 15 seconds.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the required interval before the next
attempt to start RCP ",2A"?

a. 15 minutes.

b. 30 minutes.

c. 45 minutes.

d. 60 minutes.
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QUESTION: 005 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following uses input from the RCP speed sensor devices?

a. Backup RCP overspeed protection.
b. The COLSS calculation of RCS flow.

c. The compensation for temperature shadowing.

d. Input to the shape annealing factor.

QUESTION: 006 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the reason for preventing the start of the
fourth Reactor Coolant Pump until RCS temperature is greater than 500 degrees
F?

a. To prevent exceeding RCS heatup rate limits.
b. To prevent excessive RCP starting currents.
c. To limit Steam Generator tube stresses.

d. To limit core uplift.
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t QUESTION: 007 (1.00)

The following plant conditions exist:
o Plant is at Normal Operating Temperature and Pressure.
o Two (2) Charging pumps are in service.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following will most likely result in flashing occurring
in the CVCS letdown line'

a. Letdown flow is too HIGH and PV-201P (Letdown Backpressure Control
valve) is OPEN too far.

b. Letdown flow is too HIGH and PV-201P (Letdown Backpressure Control
valve) is CLOSED too far.

c. Letdown flow is too LOW and PV-201P (Letdown Backpressure Control
valve) is OPEN too far.

d. Letdown flow is too LOW and PV-201P (Letdown Backpressure Control
valve) is CLOSED too far.

QUESTION: 008 (1.00)t The following plant condition exists:
o The plant is operating at normal temperature and pressure.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the primary reason a, constant hydrogen
overpressure is maintained in the Volume Control Tank (VCT)?

a. Maintain adequate charging pump suction pressure.

b. Prevent flashing in the VCT.

c. Scavenge oxygen in the RCS.

d. Prevent flashing in the RCP seal bleedoff lines.
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t QUESTION: 009 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following sets of signals will AUTOMATICALLYclose the
Upstream Letdown Containment Isolation valve (CH-UV-515)?

a. CIAS or HIGH letdown heat exchanger outlet temperatures.

b. CIAS or HIGH regenerative heat exchanger outlet temperature.

c. SIAS or HIGH letdown heat exchanger outlet temperature.

d. SIAS or HIGH regenerative heat exchanger outlet temperature.

QUESTION: 010 (1.00)

The following plant condition exists:
o S/G-1 low pressure trip has been bypassed on trip channel "B" for

maintenance.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following will be the channel trip bypass status when th(
S/G-1 low pressure trip bypass switch on trip channel "C" is depressed?

a. Neither trip channels "B" or "C" will be bypassed.

b. ONLY trip channel "B" will be bypassed.
c'. ONLY trip channel "C" will be bypassed.

d. BOTH trip channels "B" and "C" will be bypassed.
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t QUESTION: 011 (1.00)

The following plant condition exists:
o The plant is at 9% power.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following sets of Safety Channel trips will occur when a
Thot input to the train "A" CPC fails high?

a. Variable Overpower and Local Power Density.

b. Local Power Density and Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio
(DNBR) .

c. Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio (DNBR) and High Logarithmic
Power.

d. High Logarithmic Power and Variable Overpower.

QUESTION: 012 (1.00)

The following plant conditions exist:
0
0
0

A reactor startup is in progress.
Reactor is critical and power is 1 x 10E-1%.
An inadvertent reactivity addition results in a SIX (6) dpm Start
Up Rate.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following trips is designed to provide protection forthis event?

a. Variable Overpower.

b. Local Power Density.

c. Pressurizer pressure.

d. Logarithmic power level.
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t QUESTION: 013 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following inputs is used to calculate the Reactor Coolan
System (RCS) Saturation Margin for QSPDS?

a. Three (3) hottest CETs (Core Exit Thermocouple).

b. Hottest Hot or Cold Leg Temperature.

c. Average Hot Leg temperature.

d. Average Cold Leg temperature.

QUESTION: 014 (1. 00)

The following plant conditions exists:
o Unit 1 is at 100% power.
o Surveillance testing results in an inadvertent Safety Injection

Actuation Signal (SIAS).

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the operation of the Containment
Normal Air Cooling Units, HCA-A01A-D?

a. Trip on a SIAS and cannot be restarted until the SIAS is reset.

b. Remain running on a SIAS.

c. Trip on a SIAS but can be overridden and restarted without reset-
ting the SIAS.

d. Trip on a SIAS and automatically restart when the SIAS is reset.
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QUESTION: 015 (1.00)

The following plant conditions exist:
0
0
0
0
0

Unit 2 tripped from 100% power one (1) minute ago.
S/G-1 N.R. level is 90%.
S/G-2 N.R. level is 40%.
S/G-1 pressure is 1050 psig.
S/G-2 pressure is 925 psig.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the expected status of the Feedwater
Contro.'ystem?

a. Feedwater is isolated by Feedwater regulating valve to S/G-1 and
feedwater to S/G-2 is via the downcomer valve.

b. Feedwater is isolated to BOTH S/Gs-1 and 2.

c. Feedwater is via the downcomer Feedwater regulating valve to BOTH
S/Gs-1 and 2.

d. Feedwater is isolated to S/G-2 and feedwater to S/G-1 is via the
downcomer Feedwater regulating valve.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following will result in an IMMEDIATE Feedwater Isola-
tion?

a. Two (2) pressure transmitters for S/G-1 fail LOW.

b. Loss of control power to feedwater controllers.

c. The Generator exciter field breaker trips.
d. BOTH main feedwater pumps trip and the reactor fails to trip.
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QUESTION: 017 (1.00)

At WHICH ONE (1) of the following power levels should the Main Feedwater
Control System AUTOMATICALLYtransfer from S1NGLE element control to THREE (3;
element control?

a. 6'o

b 11o

c. 16%

d. 21%

QUESTION: 018 (1. 00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following will AUTOMATICALLYtrip the Essential Motor-
Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump?

a. Low oil pressure.

b. Low suction pressure.

c. Loss of bus power,.

d. High discharge flow.

QUESTION: 019 (l. 00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following electrical buses powers the Essential Motor-
Driven AFW pump?

a. PGA-L31.

b. PGA-L35.

c. PBA-SO3.

d. PBB-SO4.
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QUESTION: 020 (F 00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following identifies the start sequence for the steam
Driven Essential Auxiliary Feedwater Pump when an AFAS 1 and 2 actuation
occurs?

a. The Main Steam supply valves start opening immediately and Turbine
speed ramps up as the valves open.

b. The Main Steam supply BYPASS valves open first, then ten (10)
seconds later the Main Steam supply valves open and speed ramps up
when the main valves are full open.

c. The Main Steam supply valves and bypass valves open together. The
Main Steam supply BYPASS valves throttle closed to regulate the
speed ramp of the turbine.

d. The Main Steam supply valves start opening when the sequencer
sends an OPEN signal and the turbine speed ramps up to control
flow.

QUESTION: 021 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following AUTOMATIC actions results from a HIGH radiatiort trip on the Waste Gas Decay Tank Monitor (RU-12)?

a ~

b.

Exhaust fans "A" and "B" STOP and Gas Surge Header Containment
Isolation valves GR-UV-1 and 2 CLOSE.

Gas Compressors "A" and "B" STOP and Waste Gas Discharge valves
GRN-UV-34A and B CLOSE.

c. Exhaust fans "A" and "B" STOP and Waste Gas Discharge control
valve FV-33 CLOSES.

d. Waste Gas Discharge valves GRN-UV-34A and B CLOSE and Waste Gas.
Discharge control valve FV-33 CLOSES.
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t QUESTION: 022 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is a function of the Fuel Pool Area Radiation
Monitor RU-31?

a. Initiates Fuel Building Essential Ventilation Actuation Signal
(FBEVAS) .

b. Provides Control Room alarm and indication ONLY.

c. Provides remote alarm and indication ONLY.

d. Initiates FBEVAS ONLY when RU-145 is also in alarm.

QUESTION: 023 (1.00)

The following plant conditions exist:
o Power Access Purge Area monitor RU-37 is BYPASSED.
o Power Access Purge Area monitor RU-38 fails HIGH.

WH1CH ONE (1) of the following actuation signals will occur?

a. CPIAS train "A" &: "B", CREFAS train "B" ONLY.

b. CPIAS train "B" ONLY, CREFAS train "B" ONLY.

c . CPIAS train "B" ONLY, CREFAS tza j.ns l1AI1 g IIB lI

d. CPIAS trains "A" 8c "B", CREFAS tra j.ns n An g n B n
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t QUESTION: 024 (1.00)

The following plant conditions exist:
During a plant cooldown RCS temperature decreased from 550 degrees
F. to 540 degrees F. from 9:00 am to 9:10 am.
The CRS has directed you to establish a cooldown rate that will
result in the MAXIMUMallowable rate per Technical Specifications
between 9:00 am and 10:00 am.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following will result in the Technical Specification
MAXlMUMallowable RCS cooldown rate?

'.

Increase cooldown rate to 2.2 degrees F./min.

b. Decrease cooldown rate to 0.8 degrees F./min.

c. Increase cooldown rate to 1.6 degrees F./min.
d. Decrease cooldown rate to 0.4 degrees F./min.

QUESTION: 025 (1.00)

The following plant conditions exist:
o Unit 1 is in Mode 2 at 3% power.
o Tcold indication is 525 degrees F.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the MINIMUMaction necessary to comply with
Technical Specification 3.1.1.4, "Minimum Temperature For Criticality"?

a. Restore Tcold to greater than 542 degrees within 15 minutes or be
in HOT STANDBY within the next 30 minutes.

b. Restore Tcold to greater than 552 degrees within 15 minutes or bein HOT STANDBY within the next 30 minutes.

c. Restore Tcold to greater than 542 degrees within 15 minutes or be
in HOT STANDBY within the next 15 minutes.

d. Restore Tcold to greater than 552 degrees within 15 minutes or bein HOT STANDBY within the next 15 minutes.
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t QUESTION: 026 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the MAXIMUM RWT level at which an AUTOMATIC

RAS actuation should occur?

a. 5.0%.

b. 7.4-:.

c. 9.0%.

11 4~o ~

QUESTION: 027 (1. 00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the reason Trisodium Phosphate (TSP) is
stored in containment?

a. Raise the pH of containment spray water for corrosion control.

b. Lower pH of spray water to minimize hydrogen formation in contain-
ment.

c. Minimize iodine entrainment in containment spray water.

d. Minimize boron precipitating on the fuel surfaces.

QUESTION: 028 (1. 00)

WHICH of the following receive signals from the pressurizer pressure NR
instruments (RCN-PT-100X and 100Y)?

a. Pressurizer heaters and the Steam Bypass Control System.

b. The pressurizer heater cutout circuit and Shutdown Cooling valve
interlocks.

c. Pressurizer heaters and the pressurizer level heater cutout
circuit.

d. Shutdown Cooling valve interlocks and the Steam Bypass Control
System.
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t QUESTION: 029 (1.00)

The following plant conditions exist:
0
0
0
0

A LOCA has occurred resulting in a reactor trip and SIAS.
The pressurizer emptied, but level has been restored to 28%
Pressurizer pressure has stabilized at 1800 psia.
Class Back-up heaters have been energized in SIAS override.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes when the Class Pressurizer Back-up
heaters will be removed from SIAS override? I

a. Pressurizer pressure returns to setpoint.

b. The operator places the heater control switch to OFF.

c. The SIAS signal is reset.

d. The associated Emergency Diesel Generator is shutdown.

QUESTION: 030 (1. 00)

The following plant conditions exist:
o Unit 1 is at 100~ power.
o The normally running" Charging Pump has stopped.
o Letdown flow has increased to maximum.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following instrument failures has. caused these condi-
tions?

a. Tcold input to reactor regulating system failed high.

b. Tcold input to reactor regulating system failed low.

c. Pressurizer level transmitter output failed low.

d. Pressurizer level controller lost power.
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t QUESTION: 031 (1. 00)

The following plant conditions exist:
0
0

The plant is operating at 10% power steady state conditions.
The Pressurizer Level Control System (PLCS) controller is in
LOCAL-AUTO controlling Pzr level at 49;.
Charging pump selector switch is in the 1-2-3 position.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the plant response when the PLCS
Master Controller is switched to the REMOTE-AUTO position?

a. Charging flow decreases, letdown flow increases.

b. Charging flow decreases, letdown flow decreases.

c. Charging flow increases, letdown flow increases.

d. Charging flow increases, letdown flow decreases.

QUESTION: 032 (1. 00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following conditions will result in an INCREASE in the
Low DNBR MARGIN? (The unit is at 100% power).

a. ASI changes from 0.0 to -0.1.

b. Tcold Loop .1 fails LOW.

c. RCS pressure increases 25 psia.
d. Delta-T PWR is increased via a Nuclear Instrument Calibration.

QUESTION: 033 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following Plant Protection System trip protects against
exceeding RCS design pressure?

a. High Logarithmic Power.

b. Low Steam Generator Level.

c. Low Steam Generator Pressure.

d. High Local Power Density.
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t QUESTION: 034 (1. 00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the MINIMUM action that results frorr
actuation of Supplementary Protection System channels "A" AND "B"?

a. BOTH MG set main circuit breakers are opened.

b. ONLY one (1) MG set main circuit breaker is opened.

c. BOTH (2) MG set output load contactors are opened.

d. ONLY one (1) MG set output load contactor is opened.

QUESTION: 035 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is generated by CEDMCS Reed Switch Position
Transmitters (RSPTs)?

a. Lower Group Stop.

b. Upper Electrical Limit.
c. Sequential Permissive.

d. Exercise Limit.

QUESTION: 036 (1. 00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the initiating signal for a Reactor Power
Cutback when a main feed pump trips?

a. Feedwater pump discharge pressure.

b. Feedwater pump control oil pressure.

c. Feedwater pump speed.

d. Feedwater pump flow.
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t QUESTION: 037 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the response of indicated Tavg and calculat
ed Delta-T to a control channel Tcold failing LOW?

a. Tavg decreases, Delta T decreases.

b. Tavg increases, Delta T increases.

c. Tavg decreases, Delta T increases.

d. Tavg increases, Delta T. decreases.

QUESTION: 038 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following signals is an input to the Pressurizer Level
Control System?

a. Turbine First Stage Pressure.

b. Control Channel Nuclear Instruments.

c. Reactor Regulating System Control Channel Power.~

d. Reactor Regulating System Tavg.

QUESTION: 039 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the Reactor Trip Over-ride (RTO) fiv~
(5) seconds after a reactor trip from 65% gower?

a. The RTO signal will NOT be in effect if the S/G level is above
46. 9%'.

b. The RTO will maintain the Initial Refill Demand Signal (IRDS)
until S/G levels recover to programmed level.

c. The RTO signal will allow the Refill Flow Demand Signal (RFD) to
vary the feed rate to the S/Gs.

d. The RTO signal will insert a demand signal of 8.5: to the econo-
mizer valve.
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QUESTION: 040 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the typical indication of loss of DC contro.
power to a remotely operated valve?

a. Position indicating lights go out.

b. Position indicating lights go dim.

c. Position indicating lights begin flashing.

d. Position indicating lights will be more intense.

QUESTION: 041 (1. 00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the normal lineup for a 125 V DC bus?

a. DC Bus PKB-M42 is powered from battery charger "B" which is pow-
ered from 480 VAC bus PGB-L36.

b. DC Bus PKB-M42 is powered from battery charger "B-D"'hich is
powered from 480 VAC bus PGA-L31.

c. DC Bus PKC-M43 is powered from battery charger "C" which is pow-
ered from 480 VAC bus PGB-L34.

d. DC Bus PKB-M43 is powered from battery charger "A-C" which is
powered from 480 VAC bus PGA-L31.
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t QUESTION: 042 (1.00)

The following plant condition exists:

o EDG "A" is parallelled to the grid.
WHICH ONE (1) of the following is expected when the EDG GOVERNOR and VOLTAGE
control handswitches are both taken to RAISE/INCREASE?

a. MWs and EDG speed increase.

b. MVARs and MWs increase.

c. Output voltage and MVARs are constant.
e

d. EDG speed and output voltage increase.

QUESTION: 043 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) trips are
bypassed when the EDG is started by a SIAS?

a. Low lube oil pressure and high jacket water temperature.

b. Crankcase high pressure and low lube oil pressure.

c.. Generator differential and crankcase high pressure.
II

d. High jacket water temperature and excessive engine vibration.
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QUESTION: 044 (1.00)

The following plant conditions exist:

o Following Boron equalization, Shutdown Cooling Train "A" has been
aligned to a standby condition.

o SIA-UV-669, LPSI Pump Mini-flow Recirculation valve, is closed.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the LPSI pump recirculation flow
path?

a. The shutdown cooling. heat exchanger outlet flow control valve is
opened.

b. The shutdown cooling heat exchanger outlet flow control valve and
warmup valves are opened.

c. The shutdown cooling heat exchanger bypass and warmup valves are
open.

d. The shutdown cooling heat exchanger bypass and shutdown cooling
heat exchanger outlet flow control valves are open.

QUESTION: 045 (1.00)t The following plant conditions exist:
0
0

Reactor power is 100%.
The Nuclear Cooling Water system radiation monitor RU-6 is in
alarm.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the most probable source of this alarm?
(Assume small leaks in each cooler)

a. Primary sample cooler.

b. Shutdown Cooling heat exchanger.

c. Spent Fuel Pool heat exchanger.

d. Boric Acid Concentrator.
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t QUESTION: 046 (1.00)

WHICH of the following signals will automatically start the Essential Spray
Pond Pumps'

a. Control Room Essential Filtration Actuation Signal, Containment
Spray Actuation Signal and Main Steam Isolation Signal.

b. Control Room Ventilation Isolation Actuation Signal, Fuel Building
Essential Ventilation Signal and Containment Isolation Actuation
Signal.

C.

d.

Control Room Essential Filtration.Actuation Signal, Control Room
Ventilation Isolation Actuation Signal and Containment Spray
Actuation Signal.

Containment Isolation Actuation Signal, Fuel Building Essential
Ventilation Signal and Main Steam Isolation Signal.

QUESTION: 047 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is an automatic action of the power-operated
Essential Cooling Water System/Nuclear Cooling Water System cross-tie valves?

a. OPEN upon LOW Nuclear Cooling Water System flow.
b. OPEN upon HIGH Nuclear Cooling Water System Temperature.

c. CLOSE upon a HIGH Essential Cooling Water System Surge Tank "A"
level.

d. CLOSE upon a LOW Essential Cooling Water System Surge Tank "A"
level.
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t QUESTION: 048 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes a condition that prevents the RFM
from entering the. upender zone?

a. Whenever the RFM hoist box is latched.

b. Whenever the RFM is fully loaded.

c. Whenever the spreader is fully extended.

d. Whenever its upender is completely horizontal.

QUESTION: 049 (1. 00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is indicated by the MAST BUMPER indicator on
the refueling machine being lit?

a. The bridge and trolley are in the JOG travel mode.

b. The mast bumper requires rotation.
c. The normal limit of travel has been reached.

d. The mast has encountered an obstruction.

QUESTION: 050 (1.00)

WHICH ONE '(1) of the following will fail OPEN on a loss of instrument air?
a. Atmospheric Dump Valve (SG-HV-179).

b. Feedwater Economizer Isolation valves (SG-UV-132) .

c. Letdown Containment Isolation valve (CHA-UV-515) .

d. RCP Seal Injection flow valve (CH-FV-241) .
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t QUESTION: 051 (1.00)

The following plant condition exists:

o Instrument Air pressure is decreasing due to a leak in the system.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the MAXIMUMpressure that will automatical3
open the Instrument Air Nitrogen Backup Valve?

a. 115 psig.

b. 100 psig.
c. 85 psig.
d. 70 psig.

QUESTION: 052 (1 ~ 00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the reason for the Transient CEA
Insertion Limits?

a. Ensures a MAXIMUM shutdown margin assuming an excess steam demand
accident at the beginning of core life.

b.

C.

Ensures a MAXIMUMshutdown margin assuming the failure of the
highest reactivity worth single CEA.

k

Ensures axial peaking factors are within acceptable levels.
d. Ensures the potential effects of a CEA ejection accident are

limited to acceptable levels.
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QUESTION: 053 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the MAXIMUM time allowed for operation of
reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) following a loss of Nuclear Cooling water?

a. 5 minutes.

b. 10 minutes.

c. 15 minutes.

d. 20 minutes.

QUESTION: 054 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following would require tripping an operating Reactor
Coolant Pump?

a. RCP motor amps indicate 350 amps.

b. Upper thrust bearing temperature is 300 degrees F., ~

c. Number 1 seal inlet pressure is 1250 psig.

d. Controlled bleedoff flow is eight (8) gpm.

QUESTION: 055 (1.00)

WHICH of the following conditions must be present for natural circulation to
exist following a loss of offsite power?

a. One (1) to two (2) minutes elapsed time and Tcold equals Thot.

b. One (1) to two (2) minutes elapsed time and Thot saturation pres-
sure equals steam generator pressure.

c. Five (5) to 15 minutes elapsed time and Thot minus Tcold is great-
er than 50 degrees F;

d. Five (5) to 15 minutes elapsed time and Tcold saturation pressure
equals steam generator pressure.
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QUESTION: 056 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following will result when the Pressurizer pressure
controlling channel fails HIGH?.

a. The pressurizer pressure controller output fails to zero.

b. All pressurizer heaters energize.

c. Pressurizer spray valves open fully.
d. Letdown flow increases.

QUESTION: 057 .(1.00)

The following plant conditions exist:
The unit is operating at 100% power when the failure of the.con-
trolling Pressurizer pressure instrument causes pressure to de-
crease to 2200 psia.
The Pressurizer Pressure Master Controller RCN-PIC-100 has been
placed in MANUAL.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following actions is required to return pressure to its
normal value?

a. Increase the controller output.

b. Decrease the controller output.

c. Raise the pressure setpoint adjustment.

d. Lower the pressure setpoint adjustment.
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l QUESTION: 058 (1. 00)

The following plant conditions exist:
0
0
0
0

Unit 2 is at 100% power.
All control systems are in AUTOMATIC.
A Pressurizer spray valve is stuck OPEN.
NO operator action is taken.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the FIRST response when RCS pressure
DECREASES to 2210 psia?

a. Pressurizer LOW PRESSURE alarm is energized.

b. Proportional heaters are fully energized.

c. Setpoint for backup heaters is reached.

d. A PPS DNBR CH PRETRIP alarm is energized.

QUESTION: 059 (1. 00)

The following plant condition exists:
o During an Excess Steam Demand event both steam generators are

suspected of being faulted.
o S/G levels are: S/G-1: 20% WR

S/G-2: 10%'R

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the steam generator(s) to be isolat-
ed?

a. BOTH S/Gs since a potential exists to over-cool the RCS.

b. ONLY the S/G with the highest Tcold.

c. EITHER S/G since it will aid in identification of the faulted S/G.

d. ONLY the S/G with the lowest pressure.
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QUESTION: 060 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following discriminates between a steam line break inside
containment and a small break LOCA":

a. Containment pressure.

b. RCS pressure.

c. Containment temperatures

d. Steam Generator pressure.

QUESTION: 061 (1.00)

The following plant condition exists:
o Unit 1 is at 55% power.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the condenser back pressure at which a
turbine trip will occur?

a. 5.5" HgA.

b. 8.5" HgA.

c. 11.5" HgA.

d. 14.5" HgA.
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t QUESTION: 062 (1.00)

The following plant conditions exists:

o A moderate rate of condenser vacuum loss is in progress.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the plant response?

a. The main turbine and FWPTs will trip at the same time.

b. The main turbine will trip first followed by FWPT trips.
c. The FWPTs will trip first followed by the main turbine trip.
d. A reactor power cutback will initiate followed by a main turbine

runback.

QUESTION: 063 (l. 00)

Given the following:
o 41EP-1R007, "Station Blackout," directs the operator to maintain

RCS Tcold less than 570 degrees F.t WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the reason for maintaining Tcold less than
570,degrees F?

a. The steam driven Auxiliary Feed Pump capacity will not be exceeded
during cooldown.

b. The pressurizer will not empty causing a loss of subcooling.

c. A reactor restart accident will not occur during cooldown.

d. Core cooling via single phase natural circulation will be main-
tained as long as possible.
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l QUESTION: 064 (1. 00)

The following plant condition exists:

o A Blackout has occurred.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is available for CEA position verification?

a. Core mimic rod bottom lights.
b. CEDMCS LEL lights.
c. CEAC CRT display.

d. CEAC Remote operator's module.

QUESTION: 065 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following will result from loss of Class 120VAC Distribu
tion Panel PNA-D25?

a. Essential Chiller ECB-E01 will start.
b. RTSG breakers "B" and "D" will open.

c. CEA movement for all subgroups is disabled in the AS, MS and MG
modes.

d. Steam generator Atmospheric Dump Valves SGA-HV-179 and 184 fail
CLOSED.
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QUESTION: 066 (1.00)

The following plant conditions exist:
o The Control Room has been evacuated due to fire and smoke.
o Operators have gone to the Remote Shutdown panel (RSP).

WHICH ONE (1) of the following RSP "B" TRAIN instruments is considered
reliable at the RSP?

a. AFW Flow.

b. S/G pressure.

c. RCS Tavg.

d. Source Range Nuclear Instrumentation.

QUESTION: 067 (1. 00)

The following plant condition exists:
0

0
0

Toxic gas ingress to the Control Room requires a control room
evacuation per 41A0-1ZZ27, "Shutdown Outside the Control Room."
The reactor has been manually tripped.
The turbine has been manually tripped.

WHICH of the following describes the additional operator. actions to be taken
before evacuation?

a. Trip ALL RCPs, place letdown and backpressure control valve selec-
tors to BOTH.

b. Trip two (2) RCPs in the same loop, place letdown and backpressure
control valve selectors to BOTH.

c. Trip two (2) RCPs in opposite loops,. trip BOTH MFPs.

d. Trip ALL RCPs,. trip BOTH MFPs.
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QUESTION: 068 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the reason turbine load, is reduced to match
reactor power following a dropped CEA?

a. Minimize RCS cooldown and depressurization.

b. Limit Azimuthal Power Tilt and Total Radial Peaking Factor.
l. *

c. Prevent a reactor trip on Low DNBR during recovery.

d. Prevent 'a reactor trip on Local Power Density during recovery.

QUESTION: 069 (1. 00)

The following plant conditions exist:
o Unit 1 is at 100 percent power with all CEAs fully withdrawn.
o A CEA drops into the core.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the effect on Shutdown Margin?

a. Increased due to the decrease in reactor power.

b. Decreased due to the decrease in reactor power.

c. Shutdown Margin remains the same.

d. Increased due to the decrease in RCS temperature.
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t QUESTION: 070 (1.00)

The following plant conditions exist:
o Unit 1 tripped from 100-. power.
o 41EP-1E001, "Emergency Operations," has been entered.
o The Main Turbine did NOT trip as expected.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the next action of the "Secondary Operator
Safety Function Flowchart" of 41EP-1E001, "Emergency Operations," to trip/stc
the turbine?

a. Manually close MSIVs.

b. Manually open the Generator output breakers.

c. Manually trip the Generator exciter field breaker.

d. Place both EHC pumps in pull-to-lock.

QUESTION: 071 (1. 00)

The following plant conditions exist:
o A loss of offsite power has occurred.
o Primary plant parameters are stable.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is used with RCS pressure to ensure operation
within P-T curve limits?

a. RCS Tcold.

b. .RCS Thot.

c. RCS Tave.

d. Rep. CET.
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t QUESTION: 072 (1.00)

The following plant conditions exist:
o
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

A reactor and turbine trip have occurred from rated power.
ESFAS actuations have NOT occurred.
Reactor power is 1'. and decreasing.
All CEAs are fully inserted.
Pressurizer level is 18% and decreasing.
Pressurizer pressure is 1800 psia and decreasing.
S/G pressures are 785 psia and decreasing.
RCS T-cold is 540 degrees F and decreasing.
S/G levels are 35% WR and decreasing.
Containment pressure is 2.0 psig and steady.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following are the MINIMUM required operator actions?

a. Verify SIAS, CIAS, and trip ALL RCPs.

b. Verify SIAS, CSAS, and AFAS.

c. Block SIAS, throttle AFW flow and shut the MSIVs.

d. Verify SIAS, CIAS, MSIS and trip two (2) RCPs.

QUESTION: 073 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following RCS parameters would discriminate between a hot
leg break and a Pressurizer vapor space break?

a. Tavg.

b. Pressurizer level.
c. Containment pressure.

d. Pressurizer pressure.
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~ QUESTION: 074 (I. 00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following would make it UNDESIRABLE for the operator to
reduce HPSI flow during a small break LOCA?

a. S/G-1 level is 18-: WR and decreasing slowly.

b. Pressurizer level is 25~ and increasing.

c. Containment pressure is nine (9) psia and increasing.

d. RVUH indicates 25'. and increasing.

QUESTION: 075 (1. 00)

The following plant conditions exist:
o Unit 2 is in MODE 3.
o A small break loss of coolant is suspected.
o RVLMS is INOPERABLE.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is an indication of void formation in the RCS?

a. Pressurizer spray causes pressurizer level to rise.
b. Pressurizer heaters cause pressurizer level to rise.
c. Unexplained decrease in pressurizer level.
d. Unexplained letdown flow less than charging flow.

QUESTION: 076'1.00)
WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the MINIMUM required steam generator level
necessary for adequate heat, removal during Natural Circulation?

a 50%'R

b. 2%'R.

c. 72< WR.

d. 2%'R.
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t QUESTION: 077 (1. 00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the reason hot and cold leg injection is
established two (2) to three (3) hours following a LOCA?

a. To ensure balanced cooling of the core.

b. To prevent boron precipitation in the hot legs.

c. To ensure balanced cooling of the hot legs.

d. To prevent boron precipitation in the core.

QUESTION: 078 (1. 00)

The following plant conditions exist:
o A large break LOCA has occurred.
o All components have responded properly to a Recirculation Actua-

tion Signal.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is manually performed to complete the system
line up?

a. Open the containment sump outlet valves.

b. Close the RWT'outlet valves.

c. Stop the LPSI pumps.

d. Start the HPSI pumps.
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t QUESTION: 079 (1.00)

The following plant conditions exist:
o The plant is in MODE 6.
o One LPSI pump is providing shutdown cooling.
o Operators observe flow oscillations occurring approximately every

twenty (20) seconds.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following operator actions should be taken to mitigate
the flow oscillations?

a. Trip the LPSI pump and realign flow with a HPSI pump.

b. Throttle the LPSI Shutdown Cooling Heat Exchanger Bypass valve to
reduce flow.

cd Isolate the Shutdown Cooling Heat Exchanger.

d. Trip the LPSI pump and realign flow with a CS pump.

QUESTION: 080. (1.00)t The following plant conditions exist:
. o Reactor startup is in progress.

o . Group 4 is at 90 steps.
o The reactor has just gone critical.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the MINIMUMnumber of log power channels
required to be OPERABLE to continue startup to MODE 1?

a. Four (4).

b. Three (3).

c. Two (2) .

d. One (1) .
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QUESTION: 081 (1.00)

The following plant condition exists:
o Unit 2 is being shutdown to HOT STANDBY due to a steam generator

tube leak according to 42A0-2ZZ08, "Steam Generator Tube Leak."

WHICH ONE (1) of the following MINIMUM conditions would require a manual
reactor trip?

a. When all available charging pumps are running, letdown has been
isolated, and pressurizer level can no longer be controlled great-
er then 33~.

b. When all available charging pumps are running and letdown has
reached minimum flow.

c. When letdown flow combined with the tube rupture flow exceeds 85
gpm with three (3) charging pumps running.

d. When the steam generator leak rate is determined to be 70 gpm.

QUESTION: 082 (1.00)t The following plant condition exists:
o A steam

WHICH ONE (1) of
generator tube rupture has been identified in BOTH S/Gs.

the following actions is to be performed?

a. Isolate both S/Gs.

b. If SIAS has actuated isolate the S/G with NO RCPs running.

c. Isolate the S/G with the highest activity.
d. Isolate the S/G with highest pressure.
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QUESTION: 083 (1.00)

The following plant conditions exists:

0
0

The Unit is at full power when the Reactor trips.
Prior to the trip, RU-4 Hi-Trip and RU-141 Hi-Trip conditions were
indicated.
Following the trip, S/G-1 Level is 85. NR and increasing slowly.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following operator actions should be 'taken to lower stea.
generator-1 level?

a. Trip both Main Feed Pumps and lower level with Aux feed.

b. Trip all Main and Aux Feed Pumps.

c. Increase the steaming rate on S/G-1.

d. Blowdown S/G-1 directly to the condenser.

QUESTION: 084 (1. 00)

The following plant conditions exist:
o The reactor is at 60% power.
o The feed water control system (FWCS) is in automatic.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the response when the feed flow signal to
the FWCS gl fails HIGH? No operator actions are taken..

a. An increase in actual feed flow, offset by level error, resulting
in level stabilizing on program.

b. An increase in actual feed flow, partially offset by level error,
resulting in level stabilizing above program.

c. Reactor will trip due to high S/G water level.
d. Reactor will trip due to low S/G water level.
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QUESTION: 085 (1.00)

The following plant conditions exist:
o The plant is operating at 100% power.
o Pressurizer level control channel "X" is selected.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following indicates the plant response when the output
signal from Loop 1 Hot Leg control channel RTD (RCN-TE-11lx) fails LOW.

LETDOWN FLOW

a. Increases

b. Increases

c. Decreases

d. Decreases

B/U HEATERS

Deenergize

Energize

Deenergize

Energize

B/U CHARGING PUMP

Starts

Stops

Starts

Stops

QUESTION: 086 (1 . 00)

The following plant conditions exist:
o A loss of offsite power has occurred.
o The crew is carrying out 41EP-1RO06, "Loss of Offsite Power."

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes why the operator is required to shift
the charging pump suction from the VCT to the RWT or SFP?

a. The VCT outlet valve (CH-UV-501) fails closed during a loss of
offsite power.

b. It is required by 41EP-1RO06 to borate the RCS with at least 44
gpm from a borated water source.

c. The VCT level will decrease with continued charging pump operation
and loss of letdown.

d. To compensate for the positive reactivity effects from the expect-
ed rapid RCS cooldown.
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QUESTION: 087 (1.00)

The following plant conditions exist:

0
0

0

0
0

A loss of offsite power has occurred.
Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) "A" starts but its output break-
er, PBA-S03B, did not close.
The EDG is running at 600 RPM with an output voltage of 4200 V,
and the alternate and normal supply breakers are open.
No ANTI-PUMP condition exists on PBA-S03B.
There are no 86 Lockout Relays tripped on PBA-S03.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following actions should be performed by the operator?

a. Shutdown the engine and enter 41OP-1DG01, "Emergency Diesel Gener-
ator A."

b. Place the EDG "A" output breaker synchronizing switch to ON and
close the breaker.

C. Take OVERRIDE control of the engine and then close the output
breaker.

d. Declare EDG "A" inoperable and ensure that EDG "B" is running and
carrying load.

QUESTION: 088 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes Committed Effective Dose Equivalent
(CEDE) ?

a. Exposure to the skin or an extremity from sources inside the body.

b. Exposure from sources outside the body which can penetrate far
enough into the body to cause exposure to internal organs.

c. The effect on the entire body when individual organs receive expo-
sure from radioactive material deposited in the body.

d. Exposure to an individual organ or tissue from sources inside the
body.
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t QUESTION: 089 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the MAXIMUMnumber of visitors one (1)
escort may be assigned for accessing a Vital Area?

a. Three (3) .

b. Five (5) .

c. Ten (10) .

d. Fifteen (15) .

QUESTION: 090 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following fire extinguisher types would be used for a
fire in a motor control panel?

a. Type A (Green Triangle).

b. Type B (Red Square).

c. Type C (Blue Circle) .

d. Type D (Yellow Star).

QUESTION: 091 (1. 00)

Concerning Locked valve, Breaker, and Component
responsibility for authorizing the operation of
component:

Control, the SS/ASS have the
any locked valve, breaker, ar

a. And ensure the valve, breaker or component is returned to its
required position and locked.

b. Unless the operation of the valve, breaker or component is direct-
ed by a normal operating procedure in progress.

c. And ensure a log entry is made for each manipulation.

d. Unless the operation is directed by activities relate to an
EOP/AOP.
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t QUESTION: 092 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is an indication that a 13.8 KV breaker has
opened due to an 86 Lockout?

a. Red indicating light is DIMLY lit.
b. Red indicating light is BRIGHTLY lit.
c. Green indicating light is DIMLY lit.
d. Green indicating light is BRIGHTLY lit.

QUESTION: 093 (1. 00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following individuals by title is responsible for
authorizing TCC clearances in the Switch Yard?

a. Unit 1 Shift Supervisor ONLY.

b. Unit Supervisor requesting the clearance.

c. Transmission Control Center Supervisor.

d. PVNGS PROC Supervisor.

QUESTION: 094 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following individuals by title is the MINIMUM level of
authorization needed prior to opening the Containment Equipment Hatch when RCS
level is in a Reduced Inventory Condition (less than 111 feet elevation)?

a. Shift Supervisor.

b. Outage Manager.

c. Maintenance Manager.

d. Plant Manager.
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QUESTION: 095 (1.00)

The following plant condition exists:

o Unit 1 is in MODE 6.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following sets of procedures should be referred to when
an invalid SIAS occurs?

a-. Emergency procedures.

b. Abnormal operating procedures.

c. Normal operating procedures.

d. MODE 6 General Operating procedures.

QUESTION: 096 (1.00)

Given the following:
o Checkoff spaces are used to document procedure performance.t WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the recommended method for designating that

a procedural step has been started but NOT completed?

a. Mark the checkoff "S".

b. Circle the checkoff space.

c. Mark the checkoff "NC".

d. Draw a box around the checkoff space.
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QUESTION:

WHICH of

a ~

097 (1. 00)

the following methods are used for verification of plant activities'?

Self checking, concurrent verification, STAR.

b. STAR, concurrent verification, independent verification.
C. Sel f checking, independent verification, STAR.

d. Self checking, ASS/SS oversight, STAR.

QUESTION: 098 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (17 of the following individuals is responsible for approving the
removal of an annunciator from serv'e through use of a Temporary Modifica-
tion?

a. Shift Supervisor.

b. Any Licensed Control Room Operator.

c. Any Operations Supervisor.

d. Systems Engineer.

QUESTION: 099 (1. 00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is an UN-AUTHORIZED opening of
Shield Door between the Control and Corridor Buildings on the
tion per 40AC-90P02, "Conduct of Shift Operations" ?

the Missile
140 ft. eleva-

a. The South Door opened for ventilation control with the Main Tur-
bine operating.

b.

c

d.

The north door opened with the Main Turbine tripped.
Doors opened temporarily during a Tornado Alert to gain entry.

Doors opened while the Main Turbine is RESET and stop valves,
control valves, and combined intermediate valve testing is cur-
rent.
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QUESTION: 100 (1.00)

The following plant conditions exist:
1. The Reactor is at 100% power.
2. S/G-1 water chemistry does not meet normal chemistry specifica-

tions.
WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the PREFERRED method of providing blowdown
flow for correcting out of standard chemistry conditions?

a. OPEN HV-1A, S/G-1 Normal Blowdown To Blowdown Flash Tank.

b. OPEN HV-18B, S/G-1 Abnormal Blowdown To Condenser A.

c. OPEN HV-18A, S/G-1 Normal Blowdown to Condenser A.

d. OPEN HV-1B, S/G-1 Abnormal Blowdown To Blowdown Flash Tank.

(**********END OF EXAMINATION**********)
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Paae

Muitiale Choice (Circ'e or X your choice)

you chanae your answer, write your select'on in the b1ank.

iWLTZPLE CHOICE

001 a b c d

002 a b c d

003 a b c d

004 a b c Q

005 a b c d

006 a b c d

007 a b c d

008 a b c d

009 a b c d

010 a b c
f

c

012 a b c d

013 a b c d

014 a b c d

015 a b c d

016 a b c d

017 a b c d

018 a b c d

019 a b c d

020 . a b c d

021 a b c d

022 a b c d

023 a b c d

024 a b c d

025 a b c d

026 a b c d

027 a b c d

028 a b c d

029 a b c d

030 a b c d

031 a b c d

032 a b c d

033 a b c d

034 a b c d

035 a b c d

036 a b c d

037 a b c d

038 a b c d

039 a b c d

040 a b c d

041 a b c d

042 a b c d

043 a b c d

044 a b c d

045 a b c d

0
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Mult'ole Choice (C'rcle or X your choic )

l you change your answer, write your select'on in the blank.

046 a b c d

047 a b c d

049

a b c d

a b c d

050 a b c d

051 a b c d

052 a b c d

053 a b c d

054 a b c d

055 a b c d

056

~ 057

058

a b c d

a b c d

a b c d

059 a b c d

(**********END OF EZAMlNATION **********)
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Cheating on the examination will result in a denial of your application
and could result in more 'severe penalties.

After you complete the examination, sign the statement on the cover
sheet indicating that the work is your own and you have not received or
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3 ~ To pass the examination, you must achieve a grade of 80 percent or
greater.

The point value for each question is indicated in parentheses after the
question number.

5.

6.

There is a time limit of 3 hours for completing the examination.
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ll. When you complete the examination, assemble a package including the
examination questions, examination aids, and answer sheets and give it
to the examiner or proctor. Remember to sign the statement on the
examination cover sheet.

12. After you have turned in -your examination, leave the examination'rea as
defined by the examiner.
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QUESTION: 001 (1.00)

Assume tne following data has been recorded
reactor vessel:

while re'nserting fue'nto the

STEP Numbe" of Fuel Assemblies Inserted Count Rate (cern)

1

2.
3.

5.
0 ~

0 (Sourc only)
20
40
80

"40
160

70
71
76

108
JG6

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the value of Keff aft r STEP 6 of the fuel
loading?

a ~ 0.45

b. 0.55

C. 0.65

d. 0.75

QUESTION: 002 (1.00)

The following conditions exist:
o The reactor is subcritical.
o A small positive reactivity insertion is made to the reactor.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the reactor's neutron population
response to this reactivity insertion?

a.

b.

c ~

d.

Decreases briefly and then increases to the original level.
Increases briefly and then levels off at a higher level.
Increases briefly and then decreases to the original level.
Decreases briefly and then increases to a higher level.
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t QUESTION: 003 (=.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following condit'ons would result in an inc=ease in boy
worth (assume a constant core water level)'

a. ncreasing core vessel wate tempe ature.

b. Dec=easing core age.

c. Increasing boron concentration.

d. Decreasing fuel enrichment.

QUESTION: 004 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of tne following is the core reactivity when Keff equals 0.95?

a. -0.5< delta-K/K

b. +0.5'. delta-K/K

C.

d.

-5.26% delta-K/K

+5.26% delta-K/K

QUESTION: 005 (1. 00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following will INCREASE the value of Keff in the Spent
Fuel Pool?

a.

b.

C.

Lowering the water level from 424 feet to 422 feet.
Increasing the boron concentration from 2000 ppm to 2100 ppm.

Transfer ing additional irradiated fuel elements into the Spent Fue.
Pool.

d. Increasing the temperature from 120 degrees F. to 126 degrees F.
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t QUESTION: 006 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following descr'bes wny the Audibl Count rate DECREAS:-
following a reactor shutdown?

a ~

b.

C.

d.

The spontaneous fission rate dec=eases to ze o.

Photo-neutron st ength dec eases due to increasing flux.
The act'vity of the Sb-'24 in the sustain sourc decreases.

The cooler RCS tempe ature slows. neutrons more e =ectively.

QUESTION: 007 (1. 00)

WHiCH ONE (1) of the following is a function of the core support ba rel
assembly'?

a. P otects CEAs from effects of coolant crossflow in the outlet nozzlregion.

b.

C.

d.

Aligns and supports upper ends of fuel assemblies.
Provides support for the reactor vessel internals.
Provides lateral support to prevent radial expansion of the core.

QUESTION: 008 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the basis for the Shutdown Cooling minimumflow recpxirements of 3400 gpm during refueling operations?
a ~ To minimize the effects of instrument uncertainties.
b.

C.

d.

To minimize the effect of a postulated boron dilution- event andprevent boron stratification.
To maintain ONE (1) Shutdown Cooling loop in the event emergencycore cooling is required.
To ensure core delta-T remains LESS THAN 25 degrees P.
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t QUESTION. 00o (1 00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is a function of Fuel Pool Area Radiation
Monitor RU-31?

a.

b.

C.

d.

Znit'ates Fuel Building Essent'al Vent'lation Actuation Signal
(FBEVAS).

Provides Control Room alarm and 'dicat'n ONLY.

P ovides remote alarm anc indication ONLY.

Zn't'ates FBEVAS ONLY when RU-145 is also 'n alarm.

QUESTION: 010 (l. 00)

The following conditions exist:
0
0

0

Plant is in MODE 6 with CORE ALTERATZONS in progress.
Train "A" Control Room Essential Filtration system has been out of
service for seven days to replace HEPA and charcoal filters.
A fire starts in Control Room Essential Filtration system (CREFS)
Train "B" when the system is started for a test.
The fire destroys the Train "B" HEPA and charcoal filters.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following actions are recpxired by Technical Specificatio.
3. 7. 7, "Control Room Essential Filtration System" ?

a. Na>~ a report to NRC based on the Technical Specification violation
of performing CORE ALTERATIONS with the FIRST system being inopera-
ble.

b.

C.

d.

Suspend all CORE ALTERATIONS until ONE (1) train of Control Room
Essential Filtration is restored to an OPERABLE condition.
CORE ALTERATIONS may proceed since Control Room Essential Filtration
is not required to be OPERABLE in MODE 6.

CORE ALTERATIONS must be stopped, but may proceed once the Control
Room air is sampled and a Continuous Air Monitor is installed.
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QUESTION: 011 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following desc ibes the connect"'on provided by the CEA
extension shaft assembly?

a.

C.

d.

Connects the spacer grids and the upper end fittings.
Connects the holddown plate and the upper end fitt'ngs.
Connects the spide and the CEDMs.

Connects the spider and the lower end fittings.

QUESTION: 012 (1. 00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is a function of the Uppe Guide Structure
Assembly?

b.

C.

d;

Aligns all internal structures of the reactor vessel.

Adjusts fuel rod depth for all normal operational conditions.

Protects CEAs from effects of coolant cross flow in outlet nozzle
region.

Provides for incore instrumentation guide tube alignment.
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Given the fol'owing:
o Technical Specifications reauire a minimum amount cf time delay

between subc=iticality and movement of irradiated fuel in the
reactor pressure vessel.

WHIC< ONE (1) of the fol'wing is the BASIS for this t'me delay between
subcritical'ty and ir ad'ated fuel movement?

Allows for the decay of snor"-lived fission products.
b. Allows for the eaualization of thermal stresses in the core barr l

before head removal.

C. Allows for the buildup of Samarium-149.

d. Ensures that fission product gases in the reactor coolant come out
of solution before the head is removed.

QUESTION: 014 (1.00)

Given the following:
o Technical Specifications 3.9.8.1 and 3.9.8.2 allow shutdown coolingflow to be stopped for up to one (1) hour in an eight (8) hour

period.
WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes when shutdown cooling flow can be
stopped?

a.

b.

c ~

d.

To seat assemblies near the hot legs.
To allow removal of reactor vessel internals.
Whenever turbulence reduces visibility.
To keep unsupported assemblies from falling.
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t QUESTiON: 015 (1. 00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the Technica'peci ication BASES for
maintaining the specified water level in the Spent Fuel Pool and Refueling
Cavity?

a.

b.

C.

d.

To ensure all components stay submerged during efueling.
To reduce the Operator's whole body neutron exoosure.

To provide an adequate heat sink dur.'ng a loss of shutdown cool'ng.
To remove Iodine released from a failed fuel assembly.

QUESTION: 016 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the non-emergency "backup" water 'supply to
the Spent Fuel Pool?

a.

b.

C.

d.

Essential Cooling Water.

Nuclear Cooling Water.

Liquid Radwaste System Recycle Water Tank.

Condensate Storage Tank.

QUESTION: 017 (1. 00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following illustrates the material composition of a FULL
length CEA?

a ~

b.

C.

d.

Inconel tube loaded with stackup absorber pellets consisting of 73%
TD B4C pellets.
Monel tube loaded with stackup absorber pellets consisting of 63% TD
B2C pellets.
Monel tube loaded with stackup absorber pellets consisting of 63%.
TD B4C pellets.
Titanium alloy tube loaded with stackup absorber pellets consistingof 73% TD B4C pellets.
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t QUEST1ON: 018 (1.00)

WHiCH ONE (1) of the following is provided by the MAST BUMPER ind'cator on t.
refueling machine?

a.

b.

C.

d.

The bridge and trolley are in the uOG travel mode.

The mast bumper requires rotation.
The normal l'mit of travel has been reached.

The mast has encounte ed an obstruction.

QUESTION: 0" 9 (1. 00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes the Technical Specification design
feature that prevents criticality in the spent fuel pool'

a.

b.

C.

d.

High density racks maintain a 12-inch center-to-.cente distance.

Rack design prevents Keff from exceeding 0.95 with 'unborated wate

Fuel must be stored in a staggered pattern to minimize linkage.

Rack design prevents Keff from exceeding 0.90 with 2150 ppm boron.

QUESTION: 020 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is a violation of containment integrity during
core alterations per Technical Specifications 3.9.4, "Containment Building
Penetrations"'?

a ~

b.

The Equipment Door is CLOSED and held in place with five (5) bolts.
Containment isolation,valve 1VQOOSA will NOT close automatically,
so it has been manually closed.

C.

d.

An electrical penetration has had cable removed for a modification
and the penetration has been closed with a blank flange.
The Containment Personnel Hatch has both doors open for approxi-
mately five (5) minutes to allow passage of a long piece of piping.
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t QUESTIGN: 021 (1.00)

Given the allow'ng:

Technical Specification 3.9.8.1 states "At least one shutdown
cooling loon shall be OPERABLE and in operation" wi 'le in NODE 6
w'tn water level greater than or ecrual to 23 f et above the Reactor
Pressure Vessel flange.

Technica'pecif'cat'on 3.9.8.2 states "Two independent shutdown
cooling looos shall be OPERABLE and at least one shutdown cooling
loop shall be in ope ation" while in MODE 6 with water level less
tnan 23 feet above the Reactor P"essure Vessel flange.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following 's the reason Technical Specifications 3.9.8.:
is more rest .'c"ive than Technical Specif'cation 3.9.8.1'?

a. Nore Shutdown Cooling flow is recuired at lowe levels due to .the
smalle heat sink.

C.

d.

The lower leve'rov'des a smaller heat sink and less t'me to
establ'sh emergency cool'ng.

Containment can be isolated, quicke wnen the water'evel is higher
since fewer penetrations are allowed to be open.

The possibility of a boron dilution accident is minimized when the
volume of water is larger.

QUESTION: 022 (1. 00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following conditions would require SUSPENSION of core
alterations on Unit 1 per 72IC-1RX03, "Core Reloading" ?

a ~

b.

Only TWO (2) Startup Channel High Neutron Flux alarms are OPERABLE.

125 VDC Buses Channel "A" AND "B" are DE-ENERGIZED.

C.

d.

Temperature in the Shutdown Cooling Pump Room has been 95 degrees F.
for the past, twelve (12) hours.

The Spent Fuel Pool is OPERABLE and the RWT contains 3800 ppm
borated water at a volume of 30,000 gallons at 72 degrees F.
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t QUESTXON: 023 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following Fuel Handling System interlocks can be BY-
PASSED?

a ~

C.

New Fuel Elevator Slack Cable 'nterlock.
New Fuel Elevator Upward Motion (holding fuel) 'nterlock.

Upender Lowe interlock.
Refueling Machine Bridge/Trolley lockout.

QUESTTON: 024 (1. 00)

WHlCH ONE (1) of the fol'owing describes the method used to rotate the mast
the Refueling Machine?

a ~

C.

d.

An air operated motor.

An electric motor.

An electrohydraulic motor.

Manually by use of a handwheel.

QUESTION: 025 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is prevented by the Refueling Machine Spreade
Extended interlock?

a ~

c

Downward hoist movement and trolley movement.

Bridge movement and mast rotation.
Mast rotation and downward hoist movement.

Trolley and bridge movement.
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QUESTION: 026 (1.00)

I iWHICH ONE (") of the following would be affected by a star"up channel signal
loss?

a.

b.

C.

d.

Boron Dilution Alarm System (BDAS).

Neut=on Balanc'g Sys tem.

Core Protec"ion Calculators.

Reac"or Regulating System.

QUESTION: 027 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following will ac"ivate the Spent Fuel Handling Machine
Bridge/Trolley Slow Speed interlock'

a ~

b.

When the fuel grapple is at, or below the Upper Grapple Operate Zone.

When the Spent Fuel Handling Machine is in the transfer canal AND
the upender is not vert'cal.

C. When the Spent Fuel Handling Machine is approaching the travel
limits OR is in the transfer canal.

d. When fuel is on the hoist AND the hoist is not at the upper limit.

QUESTION: 028 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the purpose of the OVERLOAD interlock on th
refueling machine?

a. Prevents downward movement if an obstruction is encountered.

b.

C.

d.

Stops hoist upward movement if grappler does not engage fuel.
Stops downward motion if weight drops below limits.
Stops upward motion of hoist when the weight is too high.
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t QUESTION: 029 (1.00)

Concerning reactor vessel head 0-rings:

WHICH ONE (1) of the following describes "self energizing"?

a ~

b.

c ~

d.

Self sealing due to system pressure in the 0-rings created by an
opening in the RCS system side of the rings.

Self sealing due to inert gas pressure in the 0-rings tnat come to
pressure when the vessel head is togaued.

Re e s to the galvanic c ll c eai d by d'ssimila metals that powe
the leak det c" ion system alarm system.

Refe s to the galvanic cell created by similar metal alloys that
powe the leak detection system alarm system.

QUESTION: 030 (1. 00)

The following conditions exist:
o A reactor shutdown was conducted in preparation for refueling.
o The reactor was subcritical at 2 p.m. on a Sunday, January 1.t WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the EARLIEST that irradiated fuel could be

removed from the reactor according to Technical Specifications?

a. 2:00 a.m. Tuesday, January 3.

b. 4:00 p.m. Tuesday, January 3.

C.

d.

2:00 p.m. Wednesday, January 4.

6:00 p.m. Thursday, January 5.
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WHICH ONE (1) of the following conditions reaui es boration per Technical
Spec'fication 3/4.9, "Refueling Operations" ?

a ~

b.

C.

d.

RCS boron concentration 's 2000 ppm.

1/M plot 's a horizontal l'ne afte fuel movement has ceased.

RCS temperature is 68 degrees F.

Keff is 0.94.

QUESTION: 032 (1 - 00)

The following conditions exist:
0
0
0
0
0

~ o

Unit 1 is in MODE 6.
Fuel movement is in progress.
An irradiated fuel element is suspended above the core.
Refueling pool level is decreasing with a leak rate above 1000 gpm.
Area radiation levels become HIGH and an evacuation is necessary.
Radiation levels allow placement of the fuel in a safe position.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the PREFERRED location for storing the
irradiated fuel assembly?

/

a ~

b.

C.

d.

In the upender in the vertical position.
Zn the upender in the horizontal position.
In the core in any available position.
In the core in the designated location.
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t QUESTZON: 033 (1.00)

The following conditions exist:
0
0

0

Plant is in NODE 6 with refuel'ng in progress.
The steam generator secondary side manways are ope for s'udge
lane'ng and cleanup.
The steam gene ator primary side manways are open, with nozzle dams
installed, in preparation for eddy current t sting.
The refueling pool level is 24 feet above the reac"or vessel flangewith two t ains of shutdown cooling'OPERABLE.

WHZCH ONE (Z) of the following maintenance ac"ivit'es would reouire a suspen-sion of CORE AL ERATZONS and movement of i rad'ated uel in Containment?

a ~ Testing the automatic isolation of the Conta'nment purge valves.
b. Two (2) Containment Normal Cooling Air Handling Un'ts are out ofservice for maintenance.

c ~ Starting to per orm the eddy current testing of the steam genera-tors.
d. Steamline safety valves are removed for bench test'ng of liftsetpoint.
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t QUESTION: 034 (1. 00)

Given the following:
0 As LSRO, you are supervising the reloading of fuel into the reactor

vessel when the SS informs you that one neutron flux startup (S/U)
channel has failed channel checks.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following desc ibes your actions?
a.

b.

Continue fuel reloading as only one (1) channel is recpxir d.
Continue fuel reloading as the LCO allows 12 hours to return theaffected channel to service.

c ~

d.

Suspend core alterations until Boron sampling has been init'ated
every 12 hours for 36 hours.

Suspend core alterations until two (2) S/U neutron channels are de-clared operable by the SS.

QUESTION: 035 (1. 00)t WHICH ONE (1) of the following refueling operations would be the first COREALTERATION?

a. De-tensioning and removing the reactor vessel head bolts.
b.

c ~

d.

Lifting the reactor vessel head.

Engaging the Upper Guide Support (UGS) lifting rig to the UGS.

Raising the CEA support plate and CEAs.
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QUESTION: 036 (1. 00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the MAXIM'ime frame allowed by Technica
Specifications, PRIOR to CORE ALTERATIONS, to verify direc" communicat'ons
between the Control Room and refuel'g personnel?

a. 12 hours.

b.

C.

8 hou s.

2 hours.

d. hour .

QUESTION: 037 (1. 00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the preferred INTERMEDIATE storage area fox
irradiated fuel?

a ~

b.

C.

d.

Containment Building Storage Rack.

Upender (Horizontal).

Upender (Vertical).
Reactor Vessel.

QUESTION: 038 (1.00)

Given the following:
0 Two pumps circulate water to transfer heat loads from the essential

cooling water heat exchanger and DGs to the spray pond.

WHICH of the following are these two (2) pumps?

a ~

C.

d.

ECW pumps ECA-PO3 and ECB-PO4.

Essential Spray Pond Pumps SPA-P01 and SPB-P01.

NCW pumps NCN-P01 and NCN-PQ2.

LPSI pumps SIA-P01 and SIB-P02.
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QUESTION: 039 (1.00)

eGiven the following:
o During Node 6 ope ations special consideration is given to the SDC

loop that 's in ope at'on with regard to the Refueling Water Level
Indicating System (RWLIS):

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the spec'al consideration egarding RWLIS?

a.

C.

d.

Do not use the RWLZS on tne operating SDC loop.

Do not use the RWLIS on the idle SDC loop.

The RWLIS must be compensated when used on the ope -ting SDC loop.
The RWLIS must be compensated when used on the idle SDC loop.

QUESTION: 040 (1.00)

The following plant conditions exist:
o Reduced inventory operations are in progress.
o A Cold leg opening of LESS THAN ONE (1) square inch exist.
o Shutdown Cooling has just been lost./

Within WHICH ONE (1) of the fo31owing time frames must Containment Closure be
completed? /

a. 1.0 hour.

b. 1.5 hours.

c. 2 hours.

d. 2.5 hours
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t QUESTION: 041 (1.00)

The following plant conditions exist:

0
0

0

Reduced inventory operations are in progress.
HPSI and charging pumps are unavailable for use as makeup water
sou c s
Shutdown Cooling has just been lost.

WHICH ONE (1} of the following is the next available source or makeup w-te

a. RWT g avity feed to the SDC suction header.

Boric Acid Makeup Pump f om the RWT.

C.

d.

RWT gravity feed v'a HPSI header to hot l g.

Reactor Makeup Water Pumps (RMWPs) from the Reactor Makeup Water
Tank to tne hot leg.

QUESTION: 042 (1.00)t WHICH ONE (1) of the following conditions will permit the Refueling Machine
fast speed?

The trolley is in the TI zone and over the upender (RMTZ) with the
hoist at up limit.

b.

c

d.

In the area between the up limit to six inches below the latch and
with fuel on the grapple.

In the area between the downstop to,six inches above the downstop
and with fuel on the grapple.

When the hoist enters the fuel only region and with fuel on the
grapple.
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The ac" of checking a condition, such as a component position, separately fr<
activities related to establishing the condit'ons or components position,
defines WHICH ONE (1) of the following?

a. Informal backup checking.

b. Independent verification.
c. Sel checking veri ication.
d. Init'al ver'fication.

QUESTION: 044 (1.00)

The following conditions exist:
The refueling crew is having difficulty loading..the fuel assembly
specified by the refueling procedure into the core.
The Engineer responsible for refueling wants to pl'ace this elementin a storage rack and try it again later after putting other fuel
elements into the core.t WHICH ONE (1) of the following groups of individuals must agree to this chanc

of sequence?

a ~

b.

C.

The affected Unit Shift Supervisor AND Refueling Senior Reactor
Operator.

The Responsible Engineer AND the Refueling Senior Reactor Operator.
The affected Unit Shift Supervisor AND a plant supervisory staff
member.

d. The Assistant Shift Supervisor AND ANY SRO on the affected unit.
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QUESTION: 045 (1. 00)

WHICH ONE (1) o the following sets of pe sonnel is the MINIMUM recgxired to
grant permission prior to lower"'ng a fuel assembly into the core?

a.

b.

C.

The Shift Supervisor AND the Refuelina SRO.

A Control Room SRO AiVD the Re ue ing SRO.

The Control Room Reactor Eng'nee ina representative AND Shift
Supervisor

d. The Control Room Reactor Engineer'ng representative AND the Refuel-
ina SRO.

QUESTION: 046 ( 1 . 00 )

WHICH ONE (1) of the following events would recruire a log entry to signify thtransition from MODE 6 to MODE 5?

a ~

b.

C.

d.

Refueling pool drained to allow head installation.
Reactor vessel'ead in place on flange.
All Reactor vessel head bolts fully tensioned.

Overpressure protection for RCS established.

QUESTION: 047 (1. 00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following tasks is the responsibility of the RefuelingSenior Reactor Operator, according to 78DP-9FH05, "Conduct of Refueling
Equipment, Operations, and Maintenance" ?

a ~

b.

C.

Provide ongoing work status input to the Station Information
Management System.

Notify the Shift Supervisor when fuel handling is started or
stopped.

Review and approve refueling activity Radiation Exoosure Permits.
Ensure hard copy work documents are accounted for when the work
packages are with the work groups.
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QUESTION: 048 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following lists of Emergency Class'fications is arrange~
in the proper seauence from LEAST to MOST severe?

a. Gene al Eme gency, Site Area Emercency, Alert, Not'fication of
Unusual Event

C.

Ale t, General Emergency, Not'ficat'on of Unusual =vent, Site Area
Emergency

Site Area Eme cency, Notificat'on of Unusual Event, Alert, Gene al
Emergency.

Notification of Unusual Event, Ale t, Site Area Emergency, General
Emergency

QUESTION: 049 (1. 00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is an ONSITE Emergency Organization that is NC
activated UNTIL an Alert (or higher) classification is dec" ared?

a ~

b.

,C.

d.

Technical Support Center (TSC).

Satellite Technical Support Center (STSC).

Emergency Ooerations Facility (EOF).

Operations Support Center (OSC).

QUESTION: 050 (1. 00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is NOT an approved method for verifying that a
valve is in the CLOSED position?

a ~

b.

c

d.

Utilize Control Room indicating lights.
Attempt to move the handwheel in the CLOSED direction.
Utilize valve manual position indicator.
Move the valve in the OPEN direction and then fully CLOSE.
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2'he

fol'owing condit'ons ex'st:
A red tag is found on
ment.
The refueling team 's
Refueling SRO was not

the floor near a piece of re ueling ecuip-

scheduled to use the eauipment, but the
notified that the tags were pu'led.

WHICH ONE (" ) of the following actions should be taken?

b.

Use the eauipment as scheduled s'nc the Operator probably dropped
the tag wnen it was removed.

Return the tag to the Cont ol Room at the end of shift to ensure
tag accountability.

C. Report the unattached tag to the Cont ol Room and do not use the
eauipment.

d. Use the eauipment as scheduled, but have someone return the tag to
the Control Room at the first opportunity.

QUESTION: 052 (1. 00)

The following conditions ex'st:
o The refueling machine operator receives a minor cut to her hand.
o Her PC glove is tom and the cut is bleeding.

WHICH ONE (1) of the following should the Refueling SRO per=orm to comply wit
the PVNGS policy on injuries?

a ~ Put a new glove on her to prevent contamination, and have her exit
the area.

b.

C.

Call for help and apply first aid until help arrives.
Have her apply direct pressure to the wound, exit the area, and
contact RP.

d. Allow the cut to bleed, have her exit the area, and contact RP.
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t QUES ZOiV: 053

WFI:CH ONE (1

(1. 00)

) of the following is the federal lim' for TEDE?

a.

b.

50 rem/yr.

18.75 rem/qtr.

C.

Q ~

7.5

5.0

rem/qtr.

rem/yv ~

QUEST'RON: 054 ( 1 . 00 )

The following conditions exist:

0
0

A qualified radiation worker must repair refueling equipment in an
area that has a dose rate of 150 mrem/hr.
His accumulated dose for the quarter is 5 mrem.
He has signed in on the REP and has normal dosimet~.

NHZCH ONE (1) of the following would meet the radiological r quirements of
tnis job as compared to a job in an area with 10 mrem/hr?

a ~

b.

C.

d.

His time in the area would be monitored by radiation protection
personnel.

He needs the Shift Supervisor's permission to 'enter.

He wears an alarming dosimeter in addition to normal dosimetry.

He needs Radiation Protection Management permission to enter.
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QUES . ION: 055 (1. 00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following ALARM tasks is a r sponsibil'y of the Refuel
ing Team Personnel per 75AC-9RP01, "Radiation Exposure and Access Control" ?

a. Post'ng special refueling radiation/contamination barr'er s'gns

b. Monitor the refueli..g crew members'adiation exposure.

C. Repor= possible cnanges in the work area's radiological condit'ons.
Determination and identificat'on of Hot Particle Cont oiled Areas.

QUESTION: 056 (1.00)

The following conditions exist:

0

0
0

You are being examined as a Refueling Senior Reac"or Operator
candidate.
You have been asked to escort an NRC examiner, an examiner trainee,
and an NRC Section Chief.
Each visitor received a White card and visitor ACAD.
You received Green cards for each visitor.

. ~ WHICH ONE (1) of the following represents the plant access and escort require
ments for this situation?

a. You may escort the visitors into any Protected/Vital area to which
you have access.

b. You are limited to escorting One (1) visitor into Vital areas.
c. You are limited to escorting TWO (2) visitors into any Unit control

room.

d. Visitors are not allowed in Vital areas, but you may escort all
THREE (3) in the Protected area.
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t QUESTION: 057 (1. 00)

WHiCH ONE (") of the following would fit the definition of a Conf'ned Soace
requiring a Confined Space Permit?

a.

b.

C.

d.

Any area with limited accessibil'ty.
Any room with ventilation secured for more than one hour.

Low points with possible hazardous air and limited access.

Any soace that has a sealed door with limited acc ss.

QUESTION: 058 (1. 00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following tyoes of fire extinguisher would normally be
found in an electrical switchgear room?

'a ~

b.

C.

d.

Tyoe A, with a green triangle.
Tyoe B, with a red square.

Type C, with a blue circle.
Type D, with a yellow star.

QUESTION: 059 (1.00)

WHICH ONE (1) of the following is the basis for precaution when working in oraround borated water systems?

a ~

b.

C.

d.

Boric acid has an offensive odor.

Boric acid is thermally reactive.
Boric acid is toxic internally.
Boric acid is an external radiation hazard.

(*******~**END OP EXAMINATION ****~*****)
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MULTlPLE CHOlCE

001 a

002 b

003 c

004 b

005 b

006 d

007 a

008 c

009 d

010 b

011 b

012 a

013 b

014 c

015 a

016 a

017 c

018 c

019

020 b

021 d

022 a

023

024 c

025

026 b

027 a

028 a

029 c

030 b

031 a

032 c

033 b

034 c

035 b

036 b

037 c

038

039 c

040 a

041 a

042 b

043 d

044 c

045 a
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046 c

047 (i

048 ci

049

050

051 c

052 ci

053 b

054

055

056 c

057 b

058 b

059

060

061 b

062 b.

063

064 ri

065

066 b

067 b

O6S a

. 069 c

070 a

071 ci

072

073 b

074 b

075 a

076 c[

077 d

078 b,

079 b

080 c

OS1 a

082 c

083 ci

084

085 b

086 c

087 b

088 c

089 'b

090 c

091 a
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092

093 c

094

095 b

096 h

098 a

099 a

100

(**********END OF EXAMINATION**********)
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uINITED SENIOR REAC OR OPERATOR

A N S N E R K E Y

PaCQ 1

002 b

003

004 c

005 c

006 c

007 c

008 b

009 a

03.0 b

011 c

012 c

013 a

014 a

015

016 c

017 a

018 cj

019 b

020 d

021 b

022 b

023 b

024

025 cj

026 a

027

028

029 a

030 ci

031 a

032 cj

033

034 d

035 c

036

037 b

038 b

039 c

041 b

042 a

043 b

044 b

045 (j
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~l

j

f
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LIMITED SEiVIOR REACTOR OPERATOR

AViSWERKEY
Pace

04'

047 b

048

049 a

050

051 c

052 ci

053

054 c

055 c

Ost a

057 c

058 c

059 c

(**********END OP ~Q~QT+ON **********)
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SENI5R REACTOR OPERATOR

ANSWER KEY
Page

MULTIPLE CHOICE

001 a

002 b

003 c

004 a

005

006 c

007

008 a

009 b

010

011 a

012 c

013 a

014 a

015

016 c

017

018 b

019

020 b

021

022 a

023

024 b

025 c

026 b

027 c

028

029

030 a

031 a

032 b

033

034 c

035 c

036

037

038 c

039

040 c

041

042'.

043 b

044 b

045



J

0



+ SENEGAL REACTOR OPERATOR

A N S W E R K E Y

Page 2

046

047 c

048 . a

049 b

050

051 a

052 (i

053 b

05'4 b

055

056 c

~ 057

058

059

060 c

061 c

062 b

063 b

064 c

065

066

067 a

068 b

069 b

070 a

071

072 c

073 a

074 b

075 c

076 a

077 c

078 a

079 b

080 c1

081 b

082

083 c

084 c

085 b

086 c

087 b

088 c

089 a

090 a

091 c1
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g I

+~OR REACTOR OPERATOR

ANSWER KEY
Page 3

092 c

093

094 b

095 a

096 b

097 a

099 a.:

100

(**********END OF EZANZNATXON **********)
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